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National Youth
Sports Program

Salute To An
Everyday Hero
by Dianne Speights
I ARGO - “ That man is a
success who has lived well,
laugh often and loved much;
who has gained the respect of
intelligent men and the love of
children.” To this respect we
salute Lillie McGarrah who
will bade farewell to her educa
tion career with Pinellas Coun
ty Schools this month.
Over the past thirty plus
years, Lillie has shared her life
with boys and girls, teaching
them to become the veiy best
they could be. She is a native of
Covington, Tennessee. After
graduating from Frazier High
School in Covington, she
entered Tuskegee Institute

Lillie McGarrah

where she earned her BS
degree and then continued her
education at Indiana University
of Pennsylvania where she
received the Masters of Educa
tion degree. She furthered her
studies at the University of
Washington, Seattle; Universi
ty of Southwest Louisiana,
LaFayette, LA; Agnes Scott
College,
Decatur,
GA;
Stephens College, Columbia,
Mo.; University of South Flori
da, Tampa, FL; Florida A&M
University, Tallahassee.
McGafrah’s entire educa
tion career has been with Pinel
las County schools beginning
as a teacher at Ridgecrest Ele-

Please see pg. 6

TAMPA-The
National
Youth Sports Program, on the
campus of the University of
South Florida will begin on
Monday, June 15, 1998 and
continue through Friday, July
17, 1998. The program days
are Monday through Friday,
8:30 ajn. to 2:00 foryouth ages
10 through 16. Morning snacks
and hot lunches are served
daily. Youth will participate in a
variety of sporting, educational
activities, and drug awareness
programs. This program is free
ofcost, but parents or guardians
must register their youth(s) by
completing an application and
the youth having a medical
examination certifying his or

her ability to participate in pro
gram activities.
The National Youth Sports
Program has been instrumental
in its effort to expand opportu
nities for economically disad
vantaged youths in the areas of
sports instruction, competition,
and physical fitness. It has also
helped young people to devel
op good health practices and
good citizenship, as well as
exposing them to career and
educational opportunities.
Furthermore, the NYSP,
enables institutions and their
personnel to become more
proactive in their communities,
and serve the disadvantaged

Hildreth Fleming

Please see pg. 6

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
KSTABI.ISHKD 1904

HOME FURNISHING GENTERS
2200 - Dr. M.L. King St. S., St. Pete

BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE’
St. Petersburg • Clearwater • Tampa • Largo • Palmetto • Tarpon Springs • Plant City • Lakeland • Winter Haven • Bartow

VOLUME 30 NUMBER 38

25#

ST. PETERSBURG/TAMPA

SCHOOL BOARD DEC ISION: ,
TO STEP FORWARD ORA STEP BACK
ST. PETERSBURG - The recent decision by the Pinellas
County School Board to request unitary status which would
release the country from court ordered supervision of schools,
has caused tremendous unrest and grave concern from the media
and private citizens. Certainly fe is a decision that all citizens need
to understand and determine its value or lads: of value to lhe chil
dren. This is especially true and crucial for African Americans.
In order to do this I found that I needed to review certain
information. I will share my review and conclusions in hopes that
my thoughts will assist the readers of this article to make a sound
arid rational decision regarding this issue that will definitely affect
the children.
Wh at placed Pinellas County under Court Order
Supervision
'•
In May 1964,LeonBradley Jr. and others filed a class action
law suit against the Pinellas County Sdiool Board seeking deseg

Pinellas Educator Wins Vegas Trip
TAMPA -Mrs. Cynthia

each school and was told it does not have to transfer students after
'the beginning of a school year unless the school exceeded the
maximum percentage of black students.
• November 1980: The county was divided into northern and

won an all expense paid trip for

southern sections for busing. The minimum percentages of black

two to Las Vegas through a raf

students changed. No school could have fewer than half the aver
age number of black students required for that school’s grade
level and section of lhe county.

Tampa Bay Area, Inc. Jerry

• April 1982: The School Board required to permanently assign
at least 540 white students to schools to the east or south, exclud
ing them from satellite rotation. Also, no schorl was allowed to
exceed by more than 4 percent the average number of black stu
dents for feat type of sdiool and its location.
• October 1986: Satelite zoning was instituted, giving parents the

option of allowing students to remain at the satellite elementary
school after the two year busing rotation had ended.
regation of the public schools. In 1971, fe was determined by the • May 10,1988: Kindergarten was included in student ratios for
federal court that the Pinellas County Schools must have a plan the first time. Lakewood High School was exempted from
to desegregate the schools. Tliis would be achieved by transport . numerical compliance for one year because of the planned addi
ing students to integrated schools. This would be achieved by tion of the center for advanced technologies program. High
transporting students to integrated schools. The court order is still schools phasing in grade-level magnet programs were allowed
the effect with several modifications over the years. Some of the two years to reach compliance.
major modifications in chronological order follow;
•April 24,1989: Magnet programs were allowed at Boca Ciega,
•April 1971: United States District Court issued its first busing Lakewood, St. Petersburg and Gibbs High Schools: Student
order for the district, stating that St Petersburg area high schools ratios in those program must be the same as in the schools.

White, a Guidance Counselor
at Gibbs Senior High SchooL

fle sponsored by INROADS
Bolden, a student at Brandon
High Sdiool, drew the winning
name for the raffle. The raffle
was held on May 25,1998 as
part of the kick off for the
INROADS 10th Anniversary
Gala Celebration.
Mrs. White, along with
four other counselors from
Pinellas County Schools and
three from Hillsborough Coun
ty Schools, were recognized
by INROADS as Anniversary
Counselors. According to
INROADS staff and raffle
coordinator, Ms. Kim Grant,
“Each counselor has been affil
iated with the INROADS

should not have more than 22% <x fewer then 12% black stu

» December 11,1992: A biracial committee of prominent Pinel

process since the oiganization

dents and directed the board to form a bi-raciai advisory com
mittee.

las County residents recommended changes in the county’s 21

began in the Tampa Bay Area

year old desegregation plan that would require extensive busing
and racial quotas in public schools.
• February 1,1993: Magnet programs were authorized at Perkins

10 years ago. To be eligible for

• July 1971 : The court ordered was amended to include all
schools in the Pinellas County school system and to raise lhe
maximum percentage of black students to 30%.
• November 1971: The court ordered creation of “elastic zones”
allowing rezoning to help with compliance. Requests from white
parents to avoid having their children bused from Dixie Hollins
to Gibbs High were denied.
• September 1972: The court modified requirements fix* mem
bership on the biracial advisory committee.
• October 1976: The school board was required to make good

JUNE 6, 1998

the drawing, Mrs. White need;

and Bay Point Elementary Schools and at Sixteenth Street and
Bay Point Middle Schools.
• April 13,1994: The Zoning Task Force presented its proposed

REWARD!

changes to the desegregation plan. The group called for flexible
racial ratios to allow black students to attend schools that are clos
er to home; and to eliminate minimum and maximum ratios in

leading to the person

north Pinellas and allowing open enrollment at Gibbs High
School
,

Please see pg. 6

faith projections of the number of black and white students at

For any information
or persons responsible
for vandalizing the

ed to have five or more students
from Gibbs High School
selected into the INROADS

anniversary umbrella and port
folio. Says Parent Support
Group President, Maigaret

Talent Pool for this year.”
In addition to winning the

Woodie, “We are proud of the
10 years of service that

trip to Las Vegas, the
INROADS Parent Support

INROADS has provided to the

on Thursday, July 16,1998 dt
the Doubletree Hotel on
Cypress Street in Tampa.

students in the Tampa Bay
Area. Mrs. White’s dedication

please call 289-6991.

Group also awarded Mrs.
White a proclamation, an

is outstanding.”
The INROADS 10th
Anniversary Gala will be held

For ticket

information,

and participation in INROADS

Community-Wide
Career Fair

Weekly Challenger
newspaper boxes.
Call 896-292? with
any informatidn.

Pathfinders
Contest
Fraternity. The contest is held
annually by the Chapter in a
continuing effort to promote
the academic development and
achievement of local young
African American boys.
Nicholas, a second grade
student at Northwest Elemen
tary, was accepted in the Gifted
Program and has consistently
demonstrated exceptional read
ing and math skills. He enjoys
reading and writing and partic
ipating in various youth pro
grams at his church, Mt. Zion

ST.PETERSBURG-The
Pinellas County Uiban League

Tampa Bay’s leading employ

will host a Community-Wide
Career Fair on June 8 from

to the public. Visit and take

9am to 3pm at Pinellas Techni

job opportunities. If you can’t
fit this event into your schedule

ers. Admission is free and open
advantage of some rewarding

cal Education Center (PTEC),
901 34th Street South, St. the Urban League provides
Petersburg. Meet some of

"I BELIEVE
THAT THE
UNARMED
TRUTHAND
UNCONDITION
AL LOBE WILL
HAVE THE
FINAL WORD
IN REALITY. I
STILL BELIEVE
THAT WE
SHALL OVER
COME.’
- MARTIN
LUTHER KING,
JR.

placement services at two loca
tions, 333 31st Street North, St
Petersburg and 1801 119th
Street North, Laigo. Job coun
selors are available to serve you
Monday through Friday 8am to
5pm.

USF Sponsors
Sports Conference

Primitive Baptist.

Pictured is Group II, standing (L-R): James Elliott, Cyrus Everett, Glenn Bailey, Herbert Dixon and
James Chapman. Second row: Bruce Chapman and contestant Nicholas Slater.

The Pathfinders Contest
will be held at Bethel Commu

-

Glenn and Vail Bailey, was

tants to participate in the

sponsorship of Group ff Eta

nity Baptist Church, Sunday
July 19 at 4:00pm. The public

Nicholas A. Slater, grandson of

selected as one of two contes-

Pathfinders Contest under the

Rho Chapter, Omega Psi Phi

is invited to attend.

ST.

PETERSBURG

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4PM
MONDAY

L-R: NFL Hall of Famer Lee Roy Seimon, Ingrid
Bethel and Dayle Green.
Please see pg. 18
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Theodore M. Berry Honored
By National Underground
Railroad Center

Community Bulletin Board

to advancing human rights.
The lecture series will focus

‘tlfStSDD'QLiri
C © fl ® H) pa Q 3 ® m

on those areas of public policy
Which

Berry

influenced

June 19, 20 and 22nd See P. 2

through his thoughts, leader
ship, oratory and political

GMS Gospel Celebratio

action. These include but aren’t
limited to education, economic
development, social action,

See Church Section - P. 16 for details

civil rights, racial reconciliation
and public administration.

Smraiintw fcQflQfo
iaffilp[h)3]iim®roli

“Berry spent a lifetime pro
moting the same ideals for
which the Freedom Center

See P. 4 for details .

stands: freedom and racial rec

Children’s EKtrauaqanz
Enoch Dauis Center
Saturday, June 6th

onciliation. His legacy of
refoim can be felt throughout
the entire country and abroad.
It’s only natural that the Free
dom Center honors him with a
lecture series commemorating

Judge Nathaniel R. Jones presents Theodore M. Berry with a resolution
launching the lecture series, while his son, Theodore N. Berry, looks on.
CINCINNATI-The
National Undeiground Rail

series on public policy to honor

his extraordinary career and
contributions to our society,”
said Ed Rigaud, president and
CEO of the Freedom Center, a
national educational center and

Theodore M. Beriy. Cincin
nati’s firstblackmayor andformer head of the U.S. Office of

distributive museum opening
in Cincinnati in 2003. The
Freedom Center will celebrate

road
Freedom
Center
announced that it has created a
national distinguished lecture

hope, courage and freedom’s

Economic Opportunity, Berry
dedicated his more than 60-

promise, and serve as a com
pass toward reconciliation and
racial harmony.

year career to promoting free
dom and human rights through
social, political and legal

Theodore M. Berry’s dis
tinguished career and commit
ment to racial reconciliation

refoim.
The inaugural lecture of the
National Undeiground Rail
road

Freedom

Center

Theodore M. Berry Distin
guished Lecture: A series on
Public Policy and human
Rights will be delivered in
Cincinnati on Friday, Sept. 25
at the Mayerson Academy by

Ed Rigaud (right) congratulates Theodore M.
Berry on the creation ofthe new lecture series.
Judge A. Leon Higginbotham.
A retired chief justice of the U.
9 Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit, Higginbotham

CLEARWATER-The eaten in the building. Breakfast
Pinellas County Department of will be served at 9:00 a.m. and
Social Services will be provid lunch at 12:00 noon.
ing free breakfast and lunch at
There is a limit of one meal
Ross Norton Recreation Center per child per serving time.

The program is for children
18 and under. All food must be

PETERSBURG

-

For more information con

the Family Fun Festival on Sat
urday, June 20th, which will

other entertainment in com
memoration of the oldest
African-American
holiday

will also highlight local enter
tainers, a 5K run, adult basket
ball tournament, youth games,
cultural workshops, soul food
and specialty items vendors all

Juneteenth Day celebrated
eveiy June 19th will kick off
with a Candle Light Vigil in
Straub Park, downtown St.

ST. PETERSBURG-We
need to see you at this Thurs
day’s June 4th meeting to get

Come help create profit for

ST.

to be held in Campbell Park at
601-14th Street South, across

PETERSBURG -

our community.

South, tutoring focusing on

There will be a summer pro

Come out and arrive time
Thursday, June 4th at 7:00
pjn, we will be out by 8:30

gram where we have free
homework assistance, tutoring,
field trips and family values for

Math, Writing, Reading, and
family values, (Mon.-Thurs,
4:00-7:00 pjn. CaU 866-2589
for more information.

students grades 2-12, and thenfamilies New Faith Free
Methodist Qiurch 2427 Irving

Registration will be held at
Pleasant Grove Missionary

we have done.
An Executive meeting will
be held on June 11,1998 and

Avenue South (Mon-Thursday
from 4-6:30 p.m.).

toward the future use, creation

the General Assembly meeting
is June 18,1998.

At Pleasant Grove Baptist
Church, 2550 9th Avenue

of income are all necessary

Baptist Qiurch,
Avenue South.

don’t have to worry about
money.”

will culminate at 4 p.m. on
Sunday, June 21st with an
inspirational, folk and gospel
music extravaganza at Pleasant
Grove Missionary Baptist

Africans enslaved in Florida
and other parts of the South did
not get the word until about
June 19th, 1865. the African
people celebrated this news

Church at 2550-9th Avenue

with much excitement, jubila
tion and praise. They named
their traditional holiday June

South.
Oh Januaiy 1,1863, Presi

teenth Day. These events are
free and open to the public.

Stephen Williams
Graduates —r—r
KELLY, A.F.B., TX Army Pfc. Stephen S. Williams
has graduated from basic mili

map reading, tactics, military
courtesy, militaiy justice, first

tary training at Fort Leonard
Wood, Waynesville, Mo.
During the training, stu

tions.
Williams is the son of

dents received instruction in
drill and ceremonies, weapons,

Fl. In 1992,

aid, and army history and tradi

Penny Brown of St. Petersbuig,

Shear Essence
TOTAL HAIR CARE
facwiituf td tftM,
e/tduld fo c&ntiwf td

328-7189
328-7289
3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

Revlon — T.C.B'. — Bantu

Hires HairsTyling

ARE Yg<I FAfED WITH:
1. Threatening Phon&wCalls from creditors?
2. OnrnSmg^afclle Levels of Debt?
3. ReppSsessjonof your belongings?
4. Ef ietloh’ ft6m^dur residence?

5. <fa^i^'hjm^^Mf'your W:ges?

Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelery

Charlie Akins

Repairs whileyou wait
The Market Place
Saturday & Sunday Only
1-95 North Exit 128
Row B Booth 23-27

Master Jeweler
(904) 696-7690
Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

Bankruptcy Law. For a free consultation
to dettrStneif bankruptcy protection
is appropriate for your circumstances . . .

S. Garris

Attorney at Law

3090 Gulf toBay Ifoulevard, Suite 212 • Clearwater, FL 33759
hiring
di^sidn^ind. should not be bused solely upon advertisements.
you decide, dsttiTsto send"y&iTfTve bitten iifonnation about our ipialifications and experience."

- WALK-INS WELCOME -

"Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

RECLAJMlSlG your Financial Stability

813-797-5041

9 AM-10 PM

• FRI, 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

You mdj qualify:for debt relief under Federal

SBOcall

OPEN MONDAYS,
TUES.-THURS

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

Bankruptcy protection may assist you in
| MkingffRESH START" and

"T/ie

Juneteenth Day observance

teat

Elder Martin Rainey, Exec
utive Director.

Custom Jewelry

Design Essentials — Menders

Telepkone: 323-8649

Before

and friends, blankets and lawn
chairs to this cultural affair.

dent Abraham Lincoln issued
the Emancipation Proclama
tion that ended slaveiy in cer
tain states. However, the

Redesign your old gold andjewelry'
Nexus — Paul Mitchell

St. Peterskurg, FL 33713

LaA^mfice

from Tropicana Field Stadium.
For a fantastic day of excite
ment and fun bring your family

Extension Weaving and Braiding

3427 - 1 ltk Avenue Nortk

?

2550-9th

immediately.

’navy; jobs in the navy; college

Hires

the Legendary Barkays. The
festival will begin at 8 a.m. and

teenth Day became a legal hol
iday in the state of Florida.

pjn.
Let us not rest on the little

paper by
patronizing our
advertisers! t

feature national recording artist

observance in America June
teenth Day. In 1991, June

operators to do the workshop.
We need to increase member
ship and you are the key. The
building is in dire need! Clean
ing, extermination, planning

and financially secure, because
life is so much easier when you

When we lookfor solu
tions from humanity,
we will only he lead to
insanity.
If you want to
annoy your enemy,
simply forgive your
enemy.
A person who gos
sips is like an old shoe,
their tongue is hard to
stay in place.
When young people
rehel it causes parents
to be aggravated and
teachers to he irritat
ed.

days of music, games, food and

wood Avenue, 461-6025.

The program will address
these issues: benefits of the

You! Can Make A
Difference-help;
<V
supportour

Petersbuig at 7:00 p.m. The
biggest event of the weekend is

Coalition Of
IMAUrban
African Americans Fellowship
Tutorial Program
Committee
ing. Each committee needs

day June 5th at 6:00 pm at
Enoch Davis Center.

degrees through the navy; life
in the navy; how to join the

,

ST. PETERSBURG Come celebrate three fun-filled

the committees up and ongo

navy; pay in the navy.
The program wijl also
focus on how to plan out your
life in such a way that one day,
you will be happy, successful

There will be a US Navy
Awareness Presentation, Fri

A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr.,
chief justice emeritus of the
United States Court ofAppeals
for the Third Circuit, is interna
tionally known as a human

Publix.

From Emancipation To Participation
A Cultural Rebirth-Juneteenth

tact the Ross Norton Recre
ation Center 1426 S. Green

US Navy .
Awareness
Presentation
ST.

a college student after hearing
Berry speak, and has since
devoted his life to the law and

well known leaders.

rights advocate.

Free Meals At
Ross Norton Rec
Center
from June 8 through August
12th.

was inspired to study law while

and human rights has made
him one of Cincinnati’s most

Presented By Publix Supermarkets

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like 1
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now l'in doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me..
- Hillary Williams

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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It Does Happen There, Too

The Weekly Challenger

by Hugh B. Price, President

Published by

National Urban League
The images of the may
hem that tore apart Spring-

Cleveland Johnson
Shirley Morgan.................. ..
.Office Manager
Bill Blackshear . .............. .North Central Florida
............................................... Business Manager

field, OR, last Thursday are
by now familiar to us all, no

The Weekly Challenger Office:

matter how far away we live
from the six suburban and
rural communities where
since last October heavily-

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(813) 896-2922

♦ ♦♦♦♦

THE BLACK PRESS believes thatAmerica can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

MEMBER
Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.

Morehouse School
Of Medicine Gets
$1.5 Million To
Coordinate
Education Programs
Morehouse School of
Medicine (MSM) has an
nounced the signing of a
three-year, $1.5 million
contract to strengthen Atlan
ta's health professions 'edu
cational
pipeline'
for
African-American students.
E. Nigel Harris, M.D.,
MSM dean and senior vice
president for academic af

health professions.
Organizers say

ulti

mately the project is expect
ed to have a positive impact
on the nationwide shortage
of black health profession
als.
PHPE will provide an
'umbrella structure' for
existing programs to track

fairs made the announce

the futures of black students
form the Atlanta Public

ment.
Under the new Partner
ship for Health Professions

School system (elementary
through middle and high
school), with a goal of

Education (PHPE) program,
funded by the Health Re

preparing them to enter
medical school and other
health professions colleges
and universities.
’ In addition to improv
ing study skills, enhancing
test
performance
and

sources and Services Ad
ministration of the US De
partment of Health and Hu
man Services, MSM will
create five new projects and
provide coordination for
some 14 existing projects
aimed at helping disadvan
taged
African-American
youth become more com
petitive for careers in the

increasing readiness for col
lege entrance examinations,
PHPE will involve parents
and college-level mentors
and establish ways to moni
tor Project effectiveness.

Voluntary
Sterilization
for Population
Control In
Swaziland
Voluntary sterilization

of women for the first time

has become an option for

since 1995.
"We appeal to the peo
ple to first get the right
information from us before

Swazi couples who do not
want more children, in the
form of tubal ligation for
women and vasectomy for
men.
The

Family

Life

Association, which began
offering this service at its
Mbabane Clinic in 1995,

they undergo this operation.
We counsel them on the
implications of the opera
tion, because we believe
that a client has a right to be
provided with all the infor

armed
teenagers
have
gunned down a total of near
ly three score of their class
mates and teachers.
The toll is' stunning:
Pearl, MS, 3 dead, 7 wound

increasing disquiet.
"There is no sense to it,"

Stith, Of the Harvard School
of Public Health, suggested

Gary Bowden, the wrestling
coach at Springfield's Thur
ston High School, said last
Thursday, struggling to cope
with the enormity of the

on ABC's 'Nightline' last
week, that we are seeing the
'second wave' of the youth
homicide epidemic that pri

crime there.
But it's not true that
there's 'no sense' to these
killings.
In fact, many people
have identified the causes of
and contributing factors to
these seemingly anarchic

ed; West Paducah, KY, 3

bursts of horrific violence.
Norma Paulus, the Ore

dead, 5 wounded; Jones
boro, AR, 5 dead, 10

gon state superintendent of
schools, said in the wake of

wounded; Edinboro, PA, 1
dead, 3 wounded; Fayette
ville, TN, 1 dead; ana now,
Springfield, OR, 4 dead, 26

the shootings, "This is not a
school problem. This is a

wounded.
Familiar, too, is the
grief of the survivors and
the shock of residents of
these individual communi
ties, and many of us in the
larger society, which has
followed each of these mur
derous rampages. Why is
this happening here? is the
question being asked with

societal problem."
John Kitzhaber, Ore
gon's Governor, pointedly
asserted, " All of us should
look at how we have failed
as a society and how this
could happen in the heart of
Oregon. It has been a priori
ty to build prison cells artd

marily convulsed black and
Hispanic inner-city neigh
borhoods during the past 15
years now erupt in white
small towns and rural com
munities.
"The late'80s, early'90s
was when the youth homi
cide rate in urban America
almost doubled, started with

racial 'dozens', but to deter
mine what commonalities

been

what's happened in schools
over the last six to eight

tainment, violence shown as
exciting Etnd thrilling."

months and say these are
isolated events. If you take
troubled kids and add guns
and add^a precipitating

But the situation is far
from hopeless. The success
ful effort by public agencies,
private institutions and
community organizations in

event in a society that glam
orizes explosive responses
lo anger, you've got danger*

Dr. Deborah Prothrow-

and I think it's now happen

models showing violence as
fun, and video games where
you kill, and get rewarded

Boston to reduce that city's
climbing youth homicide
rate is just a piece of the

what

used to implicitly declare
the problems of the inner
cities a 'Negro Problem'
which has nothing to do
with white America.

to happen and in those
posed to happen.
To do otherwise would
be to ignore the overwhelm
ing evidence that the 'mean
streets' produced by the
dynamic of violence in
American culture can in fact
be anywhere.

SAVE
WATER

Reinventing Student Loans
By Mark R, Cannon

ing students and families
mount, this partnership,

cedures help colleges han

Competition and differenti

community is pushing for

dle out-of-state and transfer

ation also keep service lev

(NU) - Expanding
opportunity in the United
States will increasingly

known

students with ease.
• ' Sophisticated new

els high.
Many providers fund
grants and scholarships,
host financial aid awareness

legislation in Congress that
would apply equal benefits

depend on keeping college
affordable
for
all

as

the

Federal

Family Education Loan
Program (FFELP), has
reduced the barriers to get
ting lowinterest loans fast

decades, a unique publicprivate partnership —
involving private funds,
localized
administration
and loan guarantees, from
Washington — has success
fully worked to help
American students obtain

and hassle-free.
here is what’s new:
•
At most schools,
loan
applications
are
processed and funds are
sent electronically, reducing
paperwork and delays. On
average, loan funds can be
wired directly to students’
accounts within 72 hours of

the college loans they need.
As the challenges fac

application.
•
Standardized pro

Americans.
For more than three

software guides students
through the financial aid
process, reducing college
staffing requirements.
•
State and nonprofit
loan administrators are han
dling much of the detail
work remotely, freeing
campus aid. officials to
spend more toe. counseling
students.
These recent innova
tions are a tribute to what
the private sector can do by
working
cooperatively.

hotlines, and sponsor on
line computer data-banks to
help families access infor
mation on a wide range of
scholarships and other aid.
Also popular is the offering
of rewards — such as
rebates of interest and fees
— for students who consis
tently pay their loans back
on time.
On another front, (be
guaranteed student loan

to students in the FFELP
and the direct government
lending program.
For example, students
should be allowed to use the
federal financial aid appli
cation as their loan form,
regardless of whether their
loan comes from a bank or
the U.S. Treasury.
Beyond continualimpfovements to the current guaran
teed program, the private
sector will keep pushing

vations.
For example, “smart
cards” will one day allow
students to carry all their
financial aid records in their
wallets and access credit
lines instantly when a new
tuition bill arrives.
An efficient, reliable
system for delivering lowinterest loans to students
and parents, while only part
of the answer to making
college affordable, is an
increasingly
important
component.

back the frontiers of student
aid delivery with new inno

The More Things Change...
bv Bernice Powell Jackson

of the civil rights movement

Two years ago we
marked the 100th anniver

in Alabama. We went to
Montgomery, we went to

sary of the Plessy vs.
Ferguson decision which

Selma,
we
went
to
Birmingham. And we went
to Greene County where a
group of African-American

established the nation's 'sep
arate but equal' doctrine and
legalized separate public
and educational facilities for
African Americans across
the South. That case was the
first wave of oppression of
African Americans which
included taking away the
right to vote, the dramatic
increase of lynchings, and
the burning of black church
es which were all a .reaction
to the Reconstruction Era of
the South.
There are those of us
who wonder if we're not liv

citizens were being perse
cuted and prosecuted by the
state of Alabama, which was
aided by the F.B.I.
Now it seems more than
a decade later, things are
still the same in Alabama.
Indeed, some of the same
tactics used by state officials
to keep black voters from

tigation of the 1994 elec
tions and were spearheaded
by Jefferson Sessions, for
mer Alabama Attorney Gen
eral and now US Senator,
who as US District Attorney
in Mobile also sparked the
1980s indictments. As in the
1980s, Alabama state inves
tigators teamed with F.B.I.
agents to conduct the inves
tigations, who clearly intim
idate the elderly, often poor
ly-educated voters who
often vote absentee.
Meanwhile, the Ala
bama legislature has passed

voting more than a decade
ago have been dusted off
and are being used again.
They are accusing black

a law making it more diffi
cult to vote. It requires a pic

activists and community
leaders of voter fraud,

to be Democrats and half
Republican, creating highlypartisan polling sites.
Black elected officials

ture I.D. to vote and requires
half of the polling officials

felony counts, and in the
end not a single felony con

Marjorie Mavuso, the asso

tudes. "Children are regard

districts which may well

ciation's research manager,
cultural and religious back
grounds are discouraging

ed as ah investment and

lead to fewer AfricanAmerican
congressional

viction was reached.
Now they are accusing
some pf the same leaders of

also want lots of children,
because they believe they
will be well cared for in

'conspiracy' to commit voter
fraud, a charge which is

long history of involvement

people

representatives. For exam
ple, more than 200 AfricanAmerican churches have
been burned in the past few

very difficult to defend one

number of men who were
sterilized outnumbered that

notice-a point that becomes
clear if one imagines it had

automatic weapons, ex
posed to violence as enter

voting

December of last year, the

acting
out
murderous
impulses-not to play the

continued. "I can't, as a pub
lic health person, look at

African-American

most of them women.
Between January and

point about these murderous
incidents that cries out for

killers.
Sissela Bok, a philoso
pher and ethicist who has
studied violence in America,
told the New York Times last
week, "We have movie role

examine

'answers' would have been
put forth-and what blame
assessed-then. We know
that we would have been
subjected to the purplest
'mean streets of the ghetto'
prose then-prose that is

the redistricting of majority

then another 61 adults have
undergone the operation,

its efforts to do so.
Finally, there is another

why some white youths who
are not poor are having and

young

places where it's not sup

lies ahead in changing atti

WE
WELCOME
YOUR
LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

produce.
We should

these

killing fields.
We
know

However, according to

An education program
was launched, and since

can society must intensity

by

alienation from society can

tible mix: enraged young
people with access to semi

explained. "Eventually, we
learned to understand that
that was an epidemic," she

down decisions regarding

undergone the operation.

shown

dren but white ones who are
showing the honor a deep

for killing, for hours and
hours. It is a very combus

dents," Dr. Prothrow-Stith

specifically around absentee
ballots. In the 1980s, eight
people were indicted on 212

their old age," she says./

that dynamic is helping to
fuel the extraordinary cal
lousness and the calculated
indiscriminate
ferocity

operates in those places
where violence is expected

Mavuso.
However, she does
admit that a mammoth task

method. She said by
December 1995 only 25
women and five men had

entirely different precisely
because it is not black chil

young people live their ado
lescence in productive fash
ion. The current spasm of
horrific school violence is
another warning that Ameri

city neighborhoods who had
turned their predominantlyblack high schools into

toward controlling the
country's annual population
growth rate of 3.2 percent.

the

dence that we do know how
to help great numbers of

the dynamic of violence

what one might have
thought were isolated inci

ing the Second Reconstruc

using

country."
Many experts on chil
dren and adolescents believe

The public discourse
about these killings is

and differences exist in how

mation required to make an
educated decision," says

wealth by the traditional
Swazi society. Most people

voluminous quilt of evi

African-American

These actions in no way pre
vent juvenile violence."

prison beds-after the fact.

ing pretty much across the

youths in six different inner-

says the procedure could
contribute
significantly

from

3

tion right now. For example,
the Supreme Court handed

in Alabama are also finding
themselves under attack.
Baseless charges were filed
against State Senator Hank
?Sanders,
an
AfricanAmerican legislator with a
in the civil rights move

years, and there are still

self against. Six people have
already been convicted, and

ment. The charges were
dropped later by the
Alabama Attorney General,

African-American churches

their cases are on appeal,

and he was cleared unani

burning, albeit the numbers
are smaller now than they

and six more have been
charged. AIL are active

were two years ago.
And then there is Alabama.
In 1986 I was part of a new

members of the Alabama
New South Coalition, one of

mously by the Alabama
Ethics Commission.
;;
In 1996, the home of

group of Freedom Riders,
young people led by the
Commission

for

Racial

Justice, who visited the sites

the most vital grassroots
political organizations in the

Circuit Judge Eddie Harda
way was show into, and

indict

state investigators tried to
imply that Hardaway him
self was responsible. Other

ments grew out of an inves

African-American officials,

country.
These

1990s

such as District Attorney
Batrown Lankster, Racing
Commissioner
Lester
Brown, County Commis
sioners Garria Spencer,
Frank Smith and Coun
cilman Spiver Gordon have
all been targeted.
A little more than a third
of the population of the state
of Alabama is African
American. Out of seven
Congressional districts, one
is

majority

African

American. Out of 140 state
legislators, 35 are African

resentation

American.

African

too much. The more things

American has ever been
elected statewise or from a
majority-white district with

change...
(You can write to Attor
ney General Janet Reno and
express concern about fed

No

out first being appointed. In
other
words,
African

of

African

Americans in Alabama is

eral prosecutions of voting

Americans remain under
represented at both the fed

rights activists, at: De
partment of Justice, 950

eral and state legislature lev
els. It seems that for some of

Pennsylvania Avenue NW,
Washington, DC 20530.

the political powers that be
in Alabama even under-rep

'1 know I have a lot to be
thankful for...
but since the accident, my life
has really changed... there goes
my athletic scholarship. At least,
my lawyer can make sure I'm
compensated for all the physical
limitations of my permanent
injuries."
Accidental injuries causing per- ,
manent disabilities can greatly
J
diminish opportunities and
|
enjoyment of life. As experi
enced personal injury attor-

’

neys, we see that such disap
pointments are included when
determining fair compensation
for accidental injuries. WO do not
charge for our legal services
unless your case is settled or won.

ATTORNEY AT LAW

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite IO3
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952
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B-CC Board Of Counselors
Awards Scholarships
cook, his uncle have helped

Former New York
UNCF/Tom Joyner Black
Community Student
Scholarship Program
Graduates From B-CC
more than 300,000 students
through its scholarship pro
gram. “Following in this tradi

him stay focused and set mean
ingful goals.
“He has been with me since

tion, the UNCF/Tom Joyner
Black College , Scholarship

he was four-years-old. And he

Program will continue to pro
vide educational opportunities
to deserving students,” said Mr.

has never been in any trouble,”
said grandmother Rosa Cook.
“I have prayed for him through
the years and God has surely
answered my prayers.” She
said

her

grandson,

Gray.

who

Election
Worker
Recruitment

preached his first sermon at the
age of eight, may also become
involved in the ministiy.
Cook works at truck pack
ing company after school. In
his spare time he is a public
speaker and he writes poetry.
He will major in chemistiy at

Dewayne Cook

B-CC. His career goals are to
teach chemistry in high school
and work as a guidance coun
selor.
The Board of Counselors is
an oiganization of business and
community leaders from the
Halifax area. These men and
women plan and support activ
ities that promote the goals of
Bethune-Cookman College.
Board of Counselors mem
ber Jules Nevaiser is chairman)
of the scholarship committee.
“This is a worthwhile project
and I am excited about being a
part of it,” he said. “Helping
these young people receive a
good education enables them to
reach their frill potential. This is
veiy rewarding.”
I am happy to be a part of
this very productive effort,”

Simone Symonette

Simone Symonette, wants
to
be
a teacher. She will major
Board of Counselors of
Bethune-Cookman has award in elementary education at B- said Board of Counselors
ed scholarships to two out CC. Her ultimate goal is to member Sharon Connolystanding high school seniors become the best in her profes McCoy. “It is rewarding to be
who will be attending B-CC in sion.
able to help these young people
Dewayne
Cook,
18, achieve'their objectives.” Conthe fall of 1998. .
DAYTONA BEACH-The

Simone Gia Symonette, received a $500 scholarship. noly was the chair of this year’s
17, received a $1,000 scholar- He is a student at Dewitt Taylor Spring Concert.
drip. She is a student at Main High School in Pierson and he
land High School in Daytona is excited about going to col
Beach. “I am grateful to the lege. “I believe Bethune-CookBethune-Cookman College man is a'gddd school and I am
Board of Counselors. This really looking forward to going
award has inspired me,” she to college, he said. Cook saidsaid. “I will continue to work he decided to enroll at B-CC
hard be a good student.”
Symonette, originally from
Nassau, has taken a leadership
role in several activities in high
school. She is president of the

after attending a reception for
honor students hosted by Presi
dent Bronson earlier this year.
Cook has established a
record of success at Dewitt

Wesner Richards

Alpha Sorority, and the Allen

was active in Toastmasters, the

Richards is the first student
from LaGuardia Community

National Association for Black

CoHege to graduate from

Income Tax Assistance Pro
gram. He completed his intern

ship to create a Black CoHege public and private HBCU’s tember I, Second Primary,
Scholarship Program to pro- have had a tremendous October 1, and General Hec-

ship as an accounting assistant
with the John Blair Coipora

vide scholarship monies to the empowerment in our commu- tion, November 3.

April.
LaGuardia is located in
Brooklyn, N.Y. Richards said

tion in New York.
He was also involved in the

and other public historically of all Black doctors and $75 per election. Applicants

community during his stay in

black coUeges and universities lawyers graduated with an must be registered to vote in
(HBCU’s).
undergraduate degree from an HiUsborough County and able

coming to Florida was quite a
change for him, but the adjust

Daytona Beach. Richards vol
unteered for numerous projects

The program which will HBCU,” said William H. Gray, to work a minimum of 14 hour
focus on a different pubUc or W, President and CEO of The on election days beginning at 6

ment was worth it. “I am very
happy about my decision to
attend Bethune-Cookman,”

at his adopted home church,
Hope Fellowship. He said

private historically black col- CoHege Fund. Since its incep- am. Training and an orientation
lege each month, will raise tion in 1944, The College session are required. Interested

Hope FeUowship pastor, Rev.
Richards commented. “I have Derrick Triplett, helped him to
earned a degree in a field that I meet the chaUenges of coHege
enjoy and I have made a lot of life and stay motivated.
good friends along the way. I
Richards, who came to Bwill always have special mem CC on the advice of his guid
ories of my days at B-CC.”
ance counselor, wants to perHe said his mother, Ermita ’ suade others to attend Bethune-

money thru a 900 number and Fund/UNCF has raised over citizens should contact PoU
UNCF will .contribute fifty $1.4 biUion and has graduated Worker Services at 744-5855.

Bethune-Cookman. Wesner
received his Bachelor of Sci
ence degree in accounting in

Accountants and the Volunteer

group. Basketball and volley
ball are her favorite leisure

oldest of our children and the
first in his family to complete

pm at: St Pete Career Options

grades and work part-time
while being involved in several

with no eligibility requirements
also available.

, Grover Cleveland was
the only president who
served two terms that did
not directly follow each other.

“Across the
Fence”
James B. Sanderlin Family Center
2335 - 22nd Avenue South

YAG Laser Treatment

Intraocular Lens Implantation

Diseases of the Vitreous & Retina
Diabetic Retinopathy
Macular Degeneration

•Call Us Today For Your Appointment

1-800-282-9905

www.stlukes-eye.com

continue to do well in college.

L-R: Chiquita
Johnson, Local
President; Dr.
Flora
Henderson,
State President
and Dr. Wanda
Nelson, National
President

income. Parent/guardian must
accompany youth under 18.
CaU the yes hotline at 524-4404
for more information. Positions

Eyelid Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery

activities,”, said Margaret
Symonette. “1 know she will

MISSOURI

home.
There will not be much
time for relaxation for this

Youth must bring proof of

No-Stitch Cataract Surgery

Management of Glaucoma

July 26, 27 & 28, 1998
Hyatt Regency, Miami, FL

address, a social security card,
birth certificates for all family
members & proof of family

Specializing In:

Refractive Surgery

"Across the Fence"
CAT.ENDAR OF PROGRAMS
EDUCATION

WELLNESS

Business/Finance

St. Pete Free Diabetic Class - 1:30-3:30 p.m., Tuesdays
Suncoast Epilepsy - Mondays & Wednesdays,
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Free Clinic Exercise - 10-11:15 a.m., Tuesday & Friday

Community Law - 1-3 p.m. Tuesdays
Computer Classes - Hosted by the Sanderlin
Center, Adults, Wed. and Fri. 6-8 p.m.
Tutorial, 4-6 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday

VIOLENCE

Main Office: 43309 U.S. Hwy. 19 N. Tarpon Springs, FL 34689

PRACTICAL
Nite GJEJ). Program (Night Classes) - 6-9 p.m.,

Professional Ha!R Care Products

DESIGN!

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

Carla's Hair Affair
321-6802

Tuesday & Thursdays
Day GJZJ). Program - 8:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.,
Monday-Friday

WAVE!

ArtistiC Hair Fashion
* 321-4840

CREATIVE‘N’STYLE

\J

328-1900
AngeLa's Ha!r Safar!

327-5241

Helen's Beauty Saion
327-5182

447-3090

Robert's Ha!r Salon, ;
866-7070

Community Bible Study - 7-8 p.rn., Wed.
Church Service - New Phila. Church - 9:00 a.m.-

Community Parent Support Group - Monday, 6:30-7:30
p.m.

_

327-4074

£ & C Hair Design

PARENTING

2:00 p.m., Sun.

321-9322

A-Queen Beauty Salon

323-4840

-

SPIRITUALITY

Center Stage Umsex Salon

Yogi's Hair Siwlo

,

Safe Place Counseling For Abuse - (youths & adults)
Thursday, 10 a.m.-7:30 p.m., Tuesday, 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
& Friday, 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

ParentIChild Developmental Group -Wednesday, 6-8 p.m.

bydesiGn™

ESSENTIALS”

Election workers receive

150-S, St Petersbuig.

Plaza 300 N., 3160 5th Ave., Suite 135

am veiy proud of Simone. She
manages to maintain gpod

schools nity. More than 70% and 60%

The 79th National
Beauticians Convention

Center, 32513rd Ave. N. Suite

Now Open in St. Petersburg For Your Convenience

Symonette, has been the most
influential person in he life. “1

39 UNCF member

coHege, Richard hopes to have
a positive influence on his recent grad. Richards has land
brothers and sister as they make ed a job with Wyndham Hotels
decisions about the future.
as a property accountant.
While at B-CC Richards

“Excellence... with love”

time activities.
Simone’s mother, Maigaret

Negro CoHege Fund and Tom raised. “We see ourselves as day. The upcoming fall elecJoyner have joined in partner- part of file laiger picture in that tions are: First Primary, Sep-

Simplice, has played a major Cookman. He plans to meet
rile in helping him to make the with some of his former
right choices in life. And as the schoolmates when he returns

^Caiaract &
Laser Institute

Chapel Christian Fellowship

civic minded individuals to
DALLAS, TX-The United cents ($.50) for eveiy $1.00 work at the polls on election

DAYTONA-Wesner

Last Chance
For Summer
Jobs!

CLEARWATER - Many
McKnight Achievers Society Taylor. He is a member of the
positions are stiU avaHable
and the Junior Civitan Club.r National Honor Society, the
through The City of St. PetersShe is a member of the Nation Beta Gub, Future Teachers of
buig’s Summer Youth Intern
al Honor Society, the Latin America and he is vice presi
Program(SYIP)! 18-23 year
Club and a varsity cheerleader. dent of the SGA. He has
pld St. Pete residents who
And she was one of the stu received the Alpha Kappa
reside in lower to moderate
dents selected to participate in Alpha Sorority Leadership
income households should
the President’s Gassroom, a Award, the Student Scholar of
attend an eligibility intake.’
program held in Washington, the Week Award and the Volu
TIME IS RUNNING
D.C,, for student leaders from sia County Superintendent’s
OUT! Career Options wHl
Scholar Award, among otheis.
around the country.
accept walk-in appointments:
Dewayne’s grandparents,
Symonette is also involved
Tuesday or Wednesday June
in the Accent on Youth Club, Mr. and Mrs. Cook, and Wavne
2nd or June 3rd from 6:00-8:00
sponsored by the Alpha Kappa

TAMPA - The Hillsbor
Tom Joyner receives Doctorate of Humane Letters
from Dr. Jimmy Jenkins, President of Edward ough County Supervisor of
Elections is currently recruiting
Waters College.

' EmeraioCity
44Zr4548^'<

KIPS* ACTIVITIES
Karate - (ages 6 & up) 6:15-7:15 p,.m., Tuesdays
Teen Council Workshop - 6:30-»7:30 p.m., Tuesdays,

MUSIC
Music Theory - 4-5 p.m., Monday
Music Lesson - 5-6 p.m., Monday

ALL EVENTS TO BEAT
THE JAMES B.
SANDERLIN FAMILY
CENTER

CALL (813) 321-9444

Supported By
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WTMP Family And Friends Day
TAMPA-Nothing but the
Jams, many upcoming artists
performed at WIMP’s Fami
ly & Friends Day at Lowry
Park. Plenty of food and drinks
were offered for everyone’s
enjoyment. The children had
fun playing games and enjoyed
the

festivities.

•tblsw

Everyone

enjoyed themselves.

American Heart i
Association.
Fighting Heart Disease
andStroke

Medical miracles
start with research

Edward Waters
College Honors
Tom Joyner
JACKSONVILLE-Dr.

called, questioned Dr. Jenkins

Jimmy R. Jenkins, President of
Edward Waters College award

and asked “Are you s ure you
know what you are doing by
giving , me a Doctorate? He

ed the Doctorate of Humane
Letters to Tom Joyner of the
Tom Joyner Morning Show
last week during a live V101.5
Radio broadcast ceremony on
EWC Campus at their Student'
Union Building. This degree
wa bestowed on Mr. Joyner to
say thank you for creating the
Tom Joyner Foundation “Dol
lars For Scholars” program to
benefit UNCF member schools
to help provide financial assis

Urban League
Career Fair

tance to young people who

. Are you looking for a job or are just some of the many comis your current job not chai- panies supporting and partic-

gresswoman Corrine Brown
and State Representative

lenging? You are invited to ipating in the event: Baxter
come to a community-wide Healthcare, Bayfront Medical,1

Willye Dennis as they celebrat

career fair hosted by the Pinel- Smith Barney, Allstate, Raylas County Urban League on mond James, Franklin Temple-

V101.5 Radio Station with an
beque. Mr. Joyner, was pleas

Minority Teens Expos
and advertising agencies that

MIAMI - Speaking before Teen Expos throughout the
an audience of minority busi state next month in Tallahassee,
ness and community leaders, Tampa and Miami.
Students taking part in the
which included Coretta Scott
expos
will get the opportunity
King, Governor Lawton Chiles

support tobacco.
These commercials show
that tobacco supporters are run
ning scared when faced with
questions by teens searching
for the truth in their advertising

want to attend college.
Dr. Jenkins and the EWC
femily were joined by Con

ed the First Anniversary of
old fashioned picnic and bar-

today laid the framework for to strategize with other minori
the Tobacco Pilot Program’s ty teens on anti-tobacco activi
plan to combat the rising rates ties for their communities such

tactics,” said Josh. ‘We spent

June 8, from 9 am to 3pm.
ton, Norrel, Tech Data, Home
The common mission of Shopping Network, St Peteis-

as enforcement, education and

half the time getting hung up on

the career fair and the Uiban burg Times, American Express,

and he expressed his sincere

message
development.
tobacco use.
“After two decades of Throughout the daylong ses
■decline, the tobacco rates for sions, the teens will also create
black teenagers nearly tripled a “No Tobacco Pledge” and

by these so-called ‘profession

League’s Minority Skills Bank Data Hex, Evatone, Western
is to assist unemployed and Staffing,-PARC, Time Warner,
underemployed persons find Sears, Office Team, Enterprise

appreciation to Dr. Jenkins and
the EWC family for the distin

in the years between 1991 and
1997,” said Govenor Chiles.

anti-tobacco cheers.
“The only way any anti

times with high teen viewership. African American teens

“Any tobacco use among
youth is too high. Although this

tobacco message taigeted at see the ads approximately 30
minority teens will work is il’ percent more than the general
the teens themselves lay the population in further attempts

in teen African American

is a frightening trend, the
Tobacco Pilot Program is

als.’
The new television ads are
running throughout the state

groundwork for the cam to combat the minority teen
increase in tobacco use. Addi
working aggressively
to paign,” said Governor. Chiles.
tionally, minority teens are
Also
on
hand
was
Josh
reverse it before long term
Johnson, a high school senior exposed to a quarter more anti
damage is done.”
The Tobacco Pilot Program from West Palm Beach who tobacco radio ads.
was created with $200 million
from the $11.3 billion settle
ment between the state and
tobacco industry last summer.
Aportion of these fiinds will be
used to hold three Minority

‘Teens need to get the messtars in the latest round of antitobacco commercials. The sage that tobacco will kill them,
commercials feature Josh and The best way to get the mes-

career opportunities.
Currently, the Urban
League has a significant num,
r
i
j,
ber of employers who support
.
■ ■
u
.
its mission by listing current
job openings with tiie oiganizahon. With support fiom these

Rent-A-Car, and Corestaff.
For those interested , the
career fair will be held at the
Pinellas Technical Education
ruicuaa
Center (PTEC), located at 901
„
m
^terS UT®’
Admission and parking are

employers, the Uiban League
will continue to achieve its goal

^ee‘
For more information and a

of equal opportunity for all.

antly surprised by the honor,

guished honor.
During his acceptance
speech, “Dr. Tom ‘Hyjock’
Joyner as he would like to be

in the job fair. The following

SHALL OVERCOME."
- MARTIN LUTHER KING/ JR.

Are you looking for
a place to go?
Why not visit

ATTORNEY
LAW OFFICES of
JAMES D. MARSHALL, III

THE ELKS LODGE?
LISTEN TO YOGR FAVORITE
OLQIES

Attorney & Counselor at Law

Every Friday Night

. Child Support • Child Custody • Divorce
• Employment Law • Business Negotiations

9 PM until ?
1331 - 18th Avenue South

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
550 North Reo Street, Suite 300
2508 Tampa Bay Blvd.

IRim 258-1434

823-1169
Hit Music by Lady “C”

for Ha Times Union Newspa
per and President of the First
Coast Black Communications
Alliance (FCBCA), a division
of NABJ presented Mr. Joyner
with an honorary membership
to the FCBCA The entire Tom
Joyner Morning Show crew
was in Jacksonville for a live
broadcast featuring Jay Antho
ny Brown, Myra J., Sybil
■ Wilkes, and Ms. Dupree, cele
brating V101.5’s First Year
Anniversary. The Ohio Playeis
were featured during the funfilled morning show and were
joined during the evening fes
tivities by Tamia and If-Town
in a benefit concert for Edward

NEWS DEADLINE IS
4 RM. MONDAY

ipating companies, please contact the Pinellas County Uiban
at 327'208L

Perez of St. Petersbuig, as they peers and mass media,” continplace phone calls to publishers ued Govenor Chiles.

TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN
REALITY. I JTILL BELIEVE THAT WE

mer professor.”
Nicole McGill, columnist

complete, listing ofthe parhc-

Companies
throughout
Pinellas County will participate

| We welcome your letters to the editor.

will always be a strong sup
porter of Black Colleges,
because I come from a family
that is pro Black colleges.” He
also said “I believe my mother
has history with Edward
Wafers College, if I’m not mis
taken I believe she was a for

Waters College.

another Horida teen, Jared sage, out is through their family,

R BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED

went on to say, ‘T am deeply
honored, this is my first, and I

Delaware won the title of “the First State” when it
became the first of the original states to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.

What's Love Got To Do With It?
"The Power of Unity"
Watch BET/TV Sunday night
11 p.m., June 7th & 14th
and/or

Come 7:30 p.m., Saturday
evenings, June 13th & 27th
the St. Pete Baha'i Center
676 - 2nd Avenue South
call 894-5791 or 1-800-22-UNITE
Fred Johnson in FREE Concert

Special Customers. <
Close Relationships.
lhe Right
I Bank.
Our Customers are special to us.
They have chosen us to provide
solutions for their financial needs.
By taking the time to get to know
them personally, we establish
close working relationships and
are able to suggest financial
services that benefit them most.
Come to United and experience
this special relationship.

We're the right bank for you.

If

UNITED BANK
(813) 898-2265
www.unitedbank.com

on June 27th!
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African-American Groups
Education Campaign

would bring an end to court

decision called a surprise?
Many called this decision a

ordered busing for desegrega
tion which would permit stu

surprise because earlier the
board voted unanimously that

dents to attend schools in their

Legal

wonder if there are enough
schools south of Central
Avenue to accommodate the

achievement, decreasing the
disproportionate number of
student suspensions, insuring
that blacks would be placed in
gifted classes and not as many
blacks placed in classes for dis

students, especially inher city
could riot.

The

NAACP

abled students. The school
board had indicated that it
wanted flexibility in ratios (3035% of black students), a
change in rotation of white stu
dents from 2-5 years and to
eliminate requirements that
schools north of Ulmerton

D.C.-

Chairman Alan Greenspan,
and U.S. Treasurer Mary Ellen
Withrow at the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing audito

Department of the Treasury in#
nationwide pubic education
campaign on the introduction
and circulation
redesigned $20 bill.

of

the

Teller Machines into our hands, association comprising minorithe note we use every day to ty and women-owned banks. ,
pay for groceries, gasoline, or a
Alford, of the National '

rium. Among the participants
in the launching of the $20 bill

restaurant meal. Millions and
millions of twenties change
hands every day. And for that

Public Education Campaign
were Mrs. Norma Alexander

Since the $20 bill is the
most often used of the laiger
denomination notes, the Trea
suiy Department is reaching
out to all segments of the
American population to insure
that people become familiar
with the appearance and new
security features of the new $20
biU.
Officials of several national
African American organiza
tions attended a special pre
view and briefing on the $20
bill on May 20, hosted by U.S.
Treasury Secretary ' Robert
Rubin, Federal Reserve Board

Hart, President, National
Bankers Association, Dr.
Arthur Fletcher, Chairman,
National Black Chamber of
Commerce,

Harry

same reason, the twenty is the
note most often counterfeited
in this country. The public is the
first , line of defense against

Alford,

counterfeiting and we are ask
ing for your help in keeping our

President/CEO, National Black
Chamber of Commerce,
Robert

would have at least 4% black
students.

tary Rubin said, ‘Trie $20 note public awareness of the bill.”
is delivered from Automated TheNBAisaTl-yearoldtrade

currency secure.”

McAlpine,Director,

Mrs. Hart said, “The
National Bankers Association

Washington Office, National
Urban League, and Ms.
Yvonne Cooper, 'Executive

(NBA) was pleased and hon
ored to participate in the unveil
ing of the new $20 bill at the

Director, National Newspaper
Publishers Association.
In emphasizing the impor
tance of preparing the public
for the fall circulation of the
new $20 bill, Treasury Secre-

Bureau of Engraving. The
NBA believes that the new
design of the currency will
bring about better security for
its member banks and higher

schools?

Defense Fund was seeking for
mal commitments for strate
gies for improving academic

ney.

WASHINGTON,

neighborhoods.
What are neighboihood
Neighborhood schools are
schools where students may
walk to school or travel short
distances. This causes one of

NAACP Legal Defense Attor

African-American organiza
tions are joining the U.S,

from pg. 1

Why was the school board

it would not seek unitary status
and directed the school board
attorney to negotiate flexibility
in the ratios with the local

L-R: Arthur Fletcher, Harry Alford, Robert Rubin and Norma Alexander Hart

National Youth

School Board
Decision from pg. 1

At the April 14th meeting
the board was expected to vote
on the stipulation agreed upon
by the school board attorney,

the superintendent, and the
Black Chamber of Commerce . local NAACP Legal Defense
said, “Our currency is the life Fund.
blood of our economy. We are
Therefore, in the‘meeting
proud and happy to assist the when the board chose to disre
Secretary of the Treasuiy in this gard the above issues and
important endeavor.”
moved to a decision to request
Special features of the unitary status it did surprise
redesigned $20 bill include a many, lhe vote was 6-1.

• May 1998: The judge direct
ed fee Pinellas County School
System to have a unitary status
plan for his approval beforeDecember 1998.

rewards and incentives to our
participants
for their participa
tion in swimming, soccer, ten
nis, and basketball, the pro tion and accomplishments in
gram will provide participants the program. This year our
with a daily USDA approved awards program will be held on
meal, medical examinations, July 17th on the university
instruction in activities such as campus.
Enrollment and free med
dance, water safety, and gym
nastics, as well as education in ical examinations are being
alcohol and drug prevention, offered on Saturday, June 6th
nutrition, and personal health. from 8:30 to noon in the USF
The University of South Gymnasium.
NYS is funded for 425 dis
Florida is one of the 17 partic
ipating colleges across the advantaged youths by the
nation serving over 66,000 NCAA Department of Health
youth in 151 cities, lhe pro and Human Services, United
gram on the campus of USF States Department of Agricul
has consistently ranked among ture, and USF.

LUE WELCOME YOUR

Hopkins Middle school and

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

tendent Hinesley presented his
recommendations for altering
the Pinellas County Schools

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!

desegregation plan.
• April 14, 1998: The school
board voted 6-1 to seek an end
to busing for desegregation and
to become a unitary school sys
tem.

4-12-20

FLORI D-A

LOTTO

31-36-42

• April, 1998: The Legal
Defense Fund filed a motion

CA$H 3

opposing the creation of mag
net programs at Melrose Ele
mentary and John Hopkins
Middle School in south county,

620 483 751
396

and stated that the magnet pro

larger, off-center portrait of

What is the board really say

grams would create a dual sys

Andrew Jackson, “USA
TWENTY” and a flag printed,

ing in making this decision?

tem whereby white Students

countiy.
Each year we provide

program director.
In addition to sports institu

• May 1998: Judge agrees with
the School Board and ruled that
Melrose Elementaiy Schools
can become magnet schools.
• September 20,1994: Superin

the top 10 programs in the

areas of our local communi
ties, reports Hildreth Fleming,

285 407 193

The vote of the board

on the security thread to the far
left of the portrait that can be,
seen from both sides against a
light, a large numeral “20” on
the back of the note for the
benefit of those with low
vision, and an additional letter

1- 5 3-6 8-4
2- 7 1-4 2-5

READING IS VITAL
FOR THE MIND!

is added to the serial number.

^SUMMER

W/)'

MA,

"fo' A/wd* yOAsA,

A Salute
from pg. 1
• mentary School in Largo. She
later accepted teaching assign
ments at North Ward, South
Ward and Eisenhower Elemen

709 6ntf Wrnj
367-9500
• Hhbvt Po/w-A

schools, and since 1990, Largo
Central Elementary school.
In addition to her education

OFF

$5°°
DRAFT Bf eR iDiNNeR FOR 2
iDwwwlfliiw Ontg
i

i

UpAfoiw

O«£tj

Expires 6/28/98

UPSTAIRS

numerous activities: Greater
Ridgecrest Area Board of

UW-Sun line Hta Reggae Beack

Alumni Association, National
Education

Administrators

Association and many more.
McGarrah is the founder of
local Chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. and
currently serves as president.
She is an active member of

UpAfufoa & Dtuuufaku
Expires 6/28//98

roWNSTAIPS

Cw«4 Dining in a CnniMw

Society International, Tuskegee

& 1

Expires 6/28/98

career you will also find her
serving her community in

Women, Delta Kappa Gamma

OFF !
LOCAL CeSICeMT
StMiOB DISCOUNT i
«0%

J Valid with weekly Challenger Coupon Only J Valid with Weekly Challenger Coupon Only. Valid with Weekly Challenger Coupon Only.!

Fine Dining

at ib

Beat in a

CmuoI AbKMpkm

Directors, The St. Petersbuig
Metropolitan Section of the
National Council of Negro

Wed-Sun Jazz

• Swwel Hoppy Hww Specials & 'Dwue’t Specwfs •

What Is It That Every Man And Woman Wants?
THE

S

'JSiacfl (2[uf)

• 2 lffifcd Seidfi Of twi Cem • Cuwi Of 8lk Avenue & Guff IVwj •

i

tary schools in Cleaiwater.
During the past years she has
served as principal at North
Ward and South Ward and
Ponce de Leon Elementary

GM

W V V1! V
fl 1.r."

1 EJMIHIhlifl

ULTIMATE

Would

IN

HAIR

OF

A N D.

Supporting
the Kidney
Foundation for
over 16 yrs.

One Day ONLY

Thursday/June 11th

7 AM to MIDNIGHT
ALL CLOTHING SLASHED 50%
We carry a complete line of Men's,
Women's and Children's Fashions
• Shoes • Jewelry as well as Furniture
• Misc. Items including TV's
and Electronics
• Household Items • Bric-A-Brac and More!!

N A I L S

*****

NaHs

• BarIier Al\id Hair SaLon •
She's Got The Whole World In Her Hands
2526 Central Avenue-* St. Petersburg, Florida • (813) 328-8303

831-4377

Thrift Store

♦

First Baptist Institutional
Church.
McGarrah plans to enjoy

TAMPA

retirement with her husband,
rest pursue hobbies of traveling

4304 S. Dale Mabry

2333- 34th St. S.

(1/2 Mile N. of Gandy)

(Lakeview Shopping Center)

ST. PETE

and photography, write profes
sionally and continue to be
involved
in
endeavors
designed specifically to help
children. A sincere congratula
tions to an eveiyday hero.

* * LIGHTED PATROLLED PREMISES * *
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by,
Marilyn Buckner

Clearwater's
Streetfest ’98
Strutted!
North Greenwood Associa
tion’s 10th annual STREET

of Big-Dad-E-Sounds.

FEST ‘98 didn’t allow the rain

each passing year, but the pur
pose wasn’t lost in the festivi

or humidity dampen their fes
tivity, as umbrella hats and

Streetfest grows laiger with

ties, which was a fun day for

plastic covers came out for

the entire femily, and a spirit of

merrymaking, entertainment
and browsing over 25 vendors,
in a spirit of community.

community, which North
Greenwood wasn’t always
known for; now, that image has

Children of various ages

rapidly changed and other
major
redevelopmental
changes are forthcoming.

didn’t lack amusement or activ
ities to participate in, which
included pony rides, facial
painting, a petting zoo, clowns,
and an amusement galley;
teens, and their parents enjoyed
and patronized their communi

The weather wasn’t an
issue - having fun was, and it
appeared fun was had by all.
Harabee!

ty businesses, oiganizations
and sponsors. Vendor partici

Community Calendar
June 6-7: CuervQ Gold Ama

pants included Joel’s Art &
Crafts Gallery, Pompey’s
Seafood Deli, Ervin’s AllAmerican Youth Club;
Upper Pinnellas NAACP,
Blowout Sneakers, Clearwa
ter’s Park and Rec Center
and Neighborhood Housing,
the Church of Reconciler
and Scientology, Rita’s Ital
ian Ices, Ujama Village, Bad
Boys Wrestling, Be happy
Club, Gulley’s FoodJlowers

teur Beach Volleyball Tourna
ment, Qearwater Beach, 7:30

and T-shirt vendors.
Lively musical entertain
ment was provided by sultiy,

am to 7:30 pm
June 6th: Big-Dad-E-Sounds
70’s Party and Dance IH - ‘Tha
Old Skool Party is Back’ 9pm
at Laigo’s Omni Center, 1801
119th Street, North. CaU 8930456 or 897-3096 for more
info!
June 8-11: Open Supervised
Drop-In Gym, JK Kennedy
and Coachman Fundamental
Middle Schools, 8am to 4pm
June 9: Registration for the
Fundamentals Girls and Boys

female singing group, Excuses,

Baseball, Sid Lickton Fields,
soloist, Rzg-Qand the popular 6:30 pm
Largo Dondo Dole African
Send your ‘headlines to me
Ballet Troupe, keeping the at P.O. box 6941, Qearwater,
street music lively and con
stant, was DJ Marlon Mitchell,

Tha Old Skool Party is Sack
$5 advance or $7 at door
for info call 257-0745
Contest |
BEST
7O's Outfit
Hot F&nts
Couple
Robot
Contest.

W-W Studio 449-0304
. G-Baby ^97-3096

BIG DAD-E SOUNDS

"7D's Party and Dance III
JUNE 6,1998 on a Saturday
at the Omni Center, Largo
9 PM-until?
Door Prises

Come Join Our
Growing Technical Staff

Creative-n- Style

Specializing in

a Timely Manner
• PrOmOting Healthy
Hair & Nails

321 -9322

ShampOO & Set

Special

*2Q

with’boupon only
valid only for Level One Stylist, Expires 6/11/98

lasts
ALSO
B.Y.O.B,

Creative-n-St
• PrecisiOn Hair
Cutting
• PrOfessiOnal WOrk in

Pam, Marsha (Manager), Sam,
Sandy Florence and Donna

Food
while it

3110-1st Ave. N.
Across from the St. Pete
Post Office

We bought it all. Trailer loads of brand new ceramic tile from Spain, Italy and
South America. 12x,12s, 13x13s and 17x1 7s. All 1st quality. Shop »early for
best selection. The Carpet Store stocks quality setting materials by Mapei

ASSORTED
CLOSEOUTS
Won't Last
Long!

ITALIAN STONE
LOOK
13x13

$lM
__I

Sq. Ft.

EXTERIOR
DESIGN PATTERN
13x13

RUSTIQUE
Mexican
Santillo Look
13x13

STONE LOOK
From Spain

$129
I Sa. F
GLOSS FINISH

13x13*

a_

LUXURIOUS
ITALIAN
CERAMIC
17x17
A Super Buy!

--

3 Great Styles
from
Spain
> | 4?
16x16

CARPET STORE
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.carpetstore.net

ST. PETERSBURG
BAYONET POINT
TAMPA
SW CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.
NE CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HOW. 52
5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.
ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590 HEW LOCATION 868-7424
249-2088
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Ebony Scholars Attend Etiquette Workshop Nate’s St. Petersburg

”T¥J” Group
- TYJG sentatives went to California to visit and
("Thank You Jesus Group") Thanks to tour our $15 million dollar complex. In
the Deregulation of Public Utilities Act in attendance were: Sadie Martin, Joe Nero,
1996 signed by President Bill Clinton, the* Mary Parker, Janice Starling, Bruce Davis
opportunity for the average person to take and Eva Simmons-AND WHAT A
ST.

PETERSBURG

part in this largest and fastest growing
industry in the world became a reality.

WEEK!’’
Five hundred representatives attend

The St. Petersburg "TYJG" (Thank
You Jesus Group was formed). The busi

ed the meeting, and the president of our

ness was introduced to the St. Petersburg
area in September 1997. Mr. Nate

Nate Williams and his St. Petersburg rep

Williams, our U.S. Leadership Group
Manager, came back home to his family
and friends to share with us about how

"you can save and/or make money",
and to better your future.

Marketing Corporation welcomed Mr.
resentatives with open arms.
The St. Petersburg representatives
will be having another conference and
meeting Tues., June 2nd, Weds., June 3rd,
Thurs., June 4th and Fri., June 5th from
10am-2pm and 6pm-8pm at Bethel

TYJG started with SIX people, and

Community Baptist Church, 1045 16th

now we have over FIFTY representatives
in our business, with TWO managers;
Sadie Martin and Joe Nero.
The number of representatives are still

St. S. from 10am-7:30pm and Sat.; June
6th at the Hilton in St. Petersburg, 333 1st
St. S. from 10am-4pm. Presentation and

and 31st Street South. Six of our repre

JOIN OUR TEAM.

banquet from 6pm-9:30pm.
Call your local representatives for
growing. TYJG had a successful confer
ence and dinner meeting at the ,St. tickets at (813) 821-0200.
COME TO OUR MEETINGS JUNE
Petersburg Downtown Hilton and the'
Masonic Temple located on 18th Avenue 2nd-6th AND LEARN HOW YOU CAN

ST. PETERSBURG-Fol
low-up to an Etiquette Work
shop, Pearl Bryant held a for
mal dinner at her home fbr this
year’s Ebony Scholars.
During the workshop the

students were eager partici

plays of affection, and sex in

ning to attend. Assisting the

pants. Their questions were

to note their place cards for

Bryants in hosting the evening

seating and after the blessing,

were board members, \yrie
Davis, Hellen Collier and
Frances Williams.

the candlelight dinner was

mal table setting, telephone eti

the workplace were discussed.
For the occasion, formal
invitations were mailed to each
senior Ebony scholar request

quette, grooming, public dis

ing a response from those plan-

The scholars were directed

many and pertinent where top
ics such as, table manners, for

Uhuru To Launch
Development Project
ST. PETERSBURG-On
Saturday, June 6, the Uhuru

will monitor police activity
with video cameras and radio

Movement will unveil the
ment Program. This program,
Uhuru leaders believe, will
mark a turning point in the
struggle for de&rit Healfli Gire,
food, education and public
safety for the African commu
nity of St. Peteisburg:
The key features of this
program include Uhuru Foodsa collectively-owned and com
munity-operated health food
store which will open this fall
and bring inexpensive, health

center for children suspended
and expelled form public

Send Us News!
If you

that “with cuts on welfare, dete
riorating public health facilities

cess is not government grants,
which UhurU leaders refuse to

and an escalation of police vio
lence all over the U.W., the

accept, but massive communi
ty participation. “The Uhuru
Community Development Pro
gram will prove that we can do
it ourselves,” says Kambon.

a(j

try to use it in an upcoming
issue.

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

to thz

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Tlje ^Weekly djallettger
Special Father's Day Section

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name
Address

2x3 Ad

Contact: Dianne Speights

$25

866-6621
DEADLINE: Monday, June 15th

_

________ ______

City ____

State

Phone
Is this a renewal?_____ If so, who is your carrier?

FAMILY OWNED OVER 20 YEARS

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:

Mid Peninsula
Seafood
Market & Restaurant

1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00
Make checks payaible to:

Go ahead. Say it.

It's not a dirty word.

SUMMER

"FRY my fish, please!"
Ve will fry your favorite seafood in 100% cholesterol-free

SPECIALS

peanut oil, hot to order. Choose from our fresh fish show

• Special Section Ads
• Church Ads

Advertise In The
Paper That's
Challenging Your

The Weekly Challenger

OPEN Mon.-6at„ flam-Spiri • Closed Sunday

community development has
schools; and the Uhuru Public . left-leaving behind it no evi
Safety Department, a commu dence of transformation in the
nity-based security team which impoverished communities

• Birthday Pictures

Zip Code

327-5309 • 4OO 49tti Street- South ♦ St. Peters Petersburg • 325-8309

inter-agency task force sent
here to dispenses #20 million

• Business Ads

that

this paper, send it in, and we'll

£i ''Ji.cjwiz in. Qjowi jLif-zl

Here in St. Petersbuig, the

Cliallungur

information

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

program comes just months
after the federal government

Advertise in The Tampa
Edition Of
Cite IH eek Itj

have

t might make a good article for

the police killing of TyRon
Lewis.

Key to the program’s suc

ment Program could spark a
products to the African com national movement of the poor
munity; the Uhuru Health Ini- • solving our own problems in
tiative, which \Fill provide the face of the government
community-controlled health neglect and abuse.”
care and launch a massive edu
cation program on health
issues; the Uhuru Independent
School, which will begin as a

where rebellions erupted after

local Uhuru leader, declares

Uhuru Community Develop

Tamara Biyant, children of the
hosts were waiters for the
evening.

You! Can Make A Differencehelp support our paper by.
patronizing our advertisers!

scanners, and at the same time
The Program also comes
de-escalate
confrontations
in an atmosphere of wide
which flare up between com
spread doubts about the city
munity members.
government’s willingness to
believe the
follow through on it promises
Uhuru Community Develop
to
aid St. Petersbuig’s impover
ment Program has national
ished
African community.
implications. Gaida Kambon,

Uhuru Community Develop-'

served. Kevin Bryant and

case, by the piece or by the pound, as a dinner or just the
seafood. Dine in at our picnic tables or take it home to

Eat Chicken During This Season With These Specials!

your place...oh yes, we broil, grill, scampi and Caribbean
broil (fat free) also.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

CREEKSIDE MANOR
1 & »
are federally subsidized apartments for the elderly, 62 years
and over, or persons who require the features
of a special access apartment.
Studio & 1 BR Apartments available.
Rent based on income.
You now have an opportunity to live in a lovely
building, in a quiet Clearwater neighborhood.
Call (813, 441-8400 or visit us at:
1318 Franklin Street, Clearwater, FL 34616

TOTAL INCOME LIMIT

3 PCS DARK

5 PCS DARK

$2.19

$3.29

10 PCS DARK TO PCS MIXED

$4.99

$6.99

Get The Chicken Of Your Choide At The Price You Like.
Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,
Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.
Come Chicken Out At Red's

1 Person $14,700

During This Lenten Season

2 Persons $16,800
YOUR MONTHLY RENT IS NO MORE
THAN 30% OF YOUR GROSS INCOME.

AH^pecialsen£aM1_P^£excep£whereotherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE'

Competition

Voluntccrs ot America

Office hrs., Mon.-Fri. 8-12 & 1-5

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
Closed Saturday & Sunday

1701 16th Street South
St.Petersburg
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning
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You’ll save time and money by npt
having to drive around town.
We’ve got what you’re looking for under one roof!

WINN
Zl/f /w 1Plbj9fTil /I 4W

_________.•................................................ .ml.......................................................

DIXIE

America’s Supermarket

www.winndixie.com
PRICES AND ITEMS GOOD WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3 THROUGH TUESDAY, JURE 9,1998
QUANTITY RIGUTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1998 - WINN-DIXIE STORES, INC. TAMPA DIVISION*
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North Central Florida
Ocala
News
by James Thorpe

By

“And when ye shall hear of

the Oregon murders commit
ted by a teen just recently! He
allegedly murdered .both par
ents in their home and then

underground nuclear tests that
they are conducting despite the
express outrage of President
Qinton and the government of
tiie United States. Mr. Qinton’s
view and opinion concerning

went to sdiool where he’d been
suspended, and went on a
shooting spree which resulted
in his killing several and
wounding many others. Note
the wife of the comedian in
California who is alleged to

nuclear testing between the
rival mid-east countries is not
shared by the United Nations.)
‘Tor nation shall rise
against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom: and there
shall be earthquakes in divers
places, and there shall be

have murdered her husband in
bed and then committed sui
cide in the presence of her chil
dren! These are perilous times.
The radio station 102 JAMZ
that emanates from the Lake

famines and troubles; these are Maiy/Orlando area, was last
the beginnings of sorrows.” week giving out behavioral tips
(We owe the Lord a debt of on how to avoid a face-to-face

Dr. Eugene Broxton and Dr. Oreatha Stadom

thanks for purifying the air over confrontation with angiy driFlorida during the Memorial vers in order to avoid being
Day

on attending FAMU in Talla
Sunday, May 31, the Youth hassee, Florida.
Maisha Morman won the
Department was celebrated
their youth worship and wit Book Scholarship Award and

Canaan Missionary Baptist

nessing for Christ program cel plans on attending C.F.C.C.
Others included Carmen
ebrating 100 years in God’s ser
Jones and Derrick Council.
vice.
In the area of college^ Mae
Guest choir was St. Mary

Catherine McBride and
FL The guest speaker was Eugene Swift.
Baptist Qiurch, Silver Springs,

Master of ceremony for the
Mrs.
Marie
Herrings,
Gainesville, FL; Rev. Jerome program was Darvell Washing
Gamble, Pastor.
ton; Invocation, Rev. R.
Howard; Welcome and Occa
“Our Marriage Praise”
sion, Linda Luckey; Solo, Rose
On Saturday, May 23,1998 Jenkins; Introduction of Chal
lenger, Loretta Jenkins and the
Dr. Oreatha McMillon Stadom Challenge by Dr. John Eason,
and Dr. Eugene Finemore Jr.

Broxton were, united in “Our
Dr. Eason gave a veiy good
Marriage Praise and Wor message to the young people.
ship” Program at New Zion Dr. Eason is from Ocala, he
Missionary Baptist Church in attended FAMU and was a
Ocala.
coach with the Florida State
The Best Man was Alphon football team.
so Broxton, brother of the
He stated that a degree is
groom from Qearwater, FL good to have, please tiy and get
The Bride was escorted by her one, but don’t get hung up on
son,.Mythyus Cedric Stadom, them. A degree is only a piece
Santa Fe, NM; presentation of of paper, but remember the
Mistress of Ceremony, Emma knowledge and value it. He
Rush; Mistress of Ceremony, asked the graduates to stand,
Annie Frances Showers of turn and thank the one who
Miami; entrance of Matron of have helped them to get this far.
Honor, Dora Wright, Miami; “One thing you have to watch
Praises in Songs, Rev. Craig for is fear, fear will paralyze
Riley, Tallahassee; Hymn, “O, you, and stop you from reach
Master Let Me Walk With ing your goals, but most of the
Thee”; Prayer, Rev. Billy tim^we stop ourselves. Anoth
Hawkins, Eustin; vocalist, er thing is friends, they always
“Order My Steps” and the will tell you what you can’t do.
Lord’s Prayer, Rosa L Smith. You’re going to have pits and
The Wedding Reception valleys in your life, in order to
was held at Holiday Inn West in come up out of the valley, you
Ocala. Hostesses were: Viola must have help to get to the top.
Hope, Tonya Epps, Darian Now and then you get to the
Tyler, Embra Snow, Calpumia top and have to fight to stay
Steward, Dawn M. Walker, there. Remember God helps
Cheryl M. Jarrell and Connie those who helps'themselves.
The acceptance ofthe chal
D. Thomas.

weekend.

A week or shot to death.) “And ye shall be

more prior to that time, the hated of all men for my name’s
entire state of Florida was sake: but he that shall endure
declared to have smog compa- ‘ unto the end, the same shall be
rabletothatof LosAngelesand saved. Excerpts from Mark 13.
unsafe ozone levels. The air

While it becomes increas-

|

350 to 400 individuals. The Hall as honored guests.
Those joining in the cele
Rev. Patrick Q. Adams was
bration were Mr. and Mrs.
installed as pastor on Nov. 17,
1996 and it was under his lead Qemon Jackson, Jr. of Bran
don, FL; Mr. and Mrs.
eiship that the goal was set to
break ground on a new sanctu Qarence Fredrick of Palm Bay,
ary by Jan. 1,1998 and to have FL Rose Maiy Arnold Baker
of Anthony; President Carl
it completed by August 31,
Harold Vereen, Vice President
1998
Florence Williams Ray, Secre
The dedication program
tary Deloris Butler, Lois Ses
induded prayer and scripture.
The welcome was by Sister L sion, Ethel Mae Nelson, Abra
Townsend; Statement of Occa ham Shelton, Baibara J.

as those who suffer with many continue to chip away at
bronchial and asthmatic condi- what’s left of affirmative action

by Pastor Adams; Instrumental

lamy, Mr., and Mrs. Leozie
Davis, the Rev. David Gardner,

legislation around the countiy,
it is time to pray.; ~ „
Prayer and faith (in prayer)
are the only means by which a
minority has ever been able to

sion by Minister P. Wilson;

Praise by Pastor J. Mears and
Bro. Heibert Lofton; Qiurch
Histoiy by Sis. E. Washington;
Special Presentation by Pastor
Adams and Sis. A. Nunn and
selections by the choir.

The

fellowship

Masadonia Baptist Qiurch in . Ocala, Florida.
*****1li*!|l*>l!1l‘*
Zephyrhills, FL who was intro

method, the Lord cleansed our Philistines, Moses and the

duced by Deacon. W.D. Nunn.

air. By Tuesday morning, the Israelites at the Red Sea?)

Howard Academy Class of
‘54 visits Classmate in
Melbourne

you up to councils; and in the as the Internet increases with
synagogues ye shall be beaten: websites run by hate groups!
and ye shall be brought before Yet, in all this, many of our
rulers and kings for my sake, people fool themselves into
for a testimony against them,

thinking that everything is

And the gospel must first alright because we can date
be published among all outside our race now without
nations.” (Which is the primary being strung up to the nearest
reason for the existence of tree. There are many improve-

Light ofthe World).

ments that can still be made by
“But when they shall lead and for black people and other

you, and deliver you up, take minorities. However, the Lord
no thought beforehand what ye wants us to acknowledge Him
shall speak, neither do ye pre- in all our ways. Let’s rely on
meditate: but whatsoever shall Him for direction, for protecbe given you in that hour, that tion, and for a time in a land
speak ye: for it is not ye that that flows with milk and honey,
speak, but the Holy Ghost.
“Righteousness exalts a
Now the brother shall nation, but sin is a reproach to
betray the brother to death, and any people.” Proveibs 14:34.
the father the son; and children

Pray my strength in the
Lord.

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY

BAptist Church
515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School..................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.............11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.nt.
Evening Worship
............ 6 p.m.
Prayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday........................ 6:30 p.m.

Anniversary Greetings
Happy Anniversary wishes
go out to Alberta and William
V. Parker, June 6th.
HARPYAAATVERSARTZ

American Heart
Association.

were cited as reasons for the and uncommitted to champi-

selves: for they shall deliver against and subtlety excluded

d

Letter To The Editor - TH
County
Dear Tri-County Staff:
Thank you, thank you,
thank you for printing Dr. Fred

55,000 JOBS
AVAILABLE NOW
One Could Be Yours!

An Exciting Choice!

NAVY

was

enjoyed by all. The next meet
ing of the minds will be held in

tral Florida, which I noticed of Jericho, Daniel in the Lons
while driving out west By this Den, Samson and the

smog alert by official.)
oning the causes of our race.
“But take heed to your- We are daily discriminated

Jd

For more Information, cail 1-800-USA-NAVY.

Dl.

The speaker for the occa
sion was Pastor Eddie Nunn of

Smoke form fires burning in still walk around unregistered _
Mexico and car fuel emissions to vote, hating our own kind,

^d

Gregory McCullough, all of
Qcala and House guests Jack
and Adele Jackson of Rantoul,

Memorial Day and masked a defeat a majority. (Remember
great portion of north and cen- David and Goliath, the Battle

airwasdeclareddeanbynewsBible prophecy is being folcasters, with safe ozone levels, filled every day and some of us

Patrick Q. Adams

and build black churches enjoyed a rewarding class
according to church Historical, meeting and feast prepared by
a gracious host. The meeting
Elouise Washington
was
followed*by fellowship
The new and laiger church
sanctuary will accommodate ping and a night of entertain
and facilitate approximately ment at the American Legion

Qark, Mr. and Mrs. Elton Bel

GREATER HOPEWELL

Send your letters to:
2500 - 9th Street South
st. Petersburg, FL 33707

‘54 was held on Saturday May
30, 1998 at the exquisitely
On Sunday, May 24,1998,
designed home of Joseph P.
the Ramah Baptist Church, Inc.
Croskey in Melbourne, FL.
of Belleview, Florida held its
Qassmates motored to Mel
church dedication. The churdi
bourne to join in the festivities
dates back 106 years following
the emancipation of slaves, for arranged by Croskey.
It was a time to remember
mer slaves and descendants of
slaves who began to oiganize as classmates and friends

young and the elderly, as well and could not work; while

sentations to graduates, Eugene

? we welcome Your fetters 1
f
To The Editor

A class meeting/reunion by

Responsive Reading by Con

tions. Some schools kept students indoors fbr physical education. However; thick, billowy
cloud-like fog came down
e'hrly
Sunday
preceding

SAVE
WATER

the Howard Academy Qass of

gregation; Prayer of Dedication

lenge, Maisha Morman; pre
Recognition of 1998 High Swift; Scho'aiship Recipient,
School and College graduates Helen Jones and Words of
was held on Sunday, May 24th. Thanks, Pauline McCray.
Jeremy Jenkins won the
Scholarship Award and plans

Ramah Baptist Churdi
Dedication Celebration

Croskey, Rudolph Jacobs, Ella
Mae Gillings, Beatrice C.

had been deemed unfit to ingly apparent that the dismanbreathe, especially for the very tling of welfare is not working

The human brain Is
made up of more than
eight billion cells.

by
Florence Williams Ray

DANIEL BANKS

shall rise up against their par
ents, and shall cause them to be
put to death.” (Take a look at

wars and rumors of wars, be ye
not troubled: for such things
must needs be; but the
shall
, not be yet.” (Irook at India and
Pakistan in world news and the

Greater Hopewell

Society In
Ocala

Light
Of The
World

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

Research gave
him a future

NEEDED
TODAY!
-OCALA• Salesmen
• Writers
• Photographers
• Paper Vendors

erick K. C. Prices’ series of
information on Race, Religion
and Racism in your May 16,

CALL:
(813) 896-2922

1998 publication.
God knows it is TRULY
LONG overdue and is an issue
that has needed addressing for
centuries. It is truly a mighty
beginning on the long road of

ASK FOR BILL
CALL COLLECT

recovery on the issue of HOW
slavery came about and was
accepted for so many years in

United TheOlOgicai Seminary
and
Bible COllege

America. Sincerely,
Ms. C.S., Davis,
Gainesville, FL

Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President

jl"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
ITRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
| WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN
'
REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT WE
|SHALL OVERCOME."

352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215 *

Monday
6:30-9:30
PM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

and

- MARTIN LUTHER KINO, JR.

COLLEGE ROAD AUTO

6:30 PM9:30 PM

SALES

BAD CREDIT • BANKRUPTCIES
NO CREDTKOK!

* LOW MILES
* QGICK APPROVALS
* WARRANTY "FREE”
2645 SW 20th Street
(in back pf ABC Liquor on Hwy. 200)

(352) 861-1377

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana
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F re s h,F a st rr Friendly l

Congratulates,
Ms. Anna Samofal

Kash n' Karry

Present your

itFre s h, Fa st n’ Friendly#

Winner of the

Pillsbury Doughboy Sweepstakes
$10,000
Plus One Year’s Worth of FREE Groceries ($5,200 value:

>

Preferred Customer Club Card
at

The Florida Aquarium

Buy one adult admission ticket and get

One Ticket FREE
Not valid with any other discounts,
coupons or special events.
Limit 6 admissions per Preferred Customer
Club Card. Valid June 6-7,1998 only.
ffitesh n’ Karry
^•.Fraah,Faat n’Friendly#

THE FLORIDA

AQUARIUM
701 Channelside Drive, Downtown Tampa
813-273-4000

Fresh, Fast m' Friendly... |
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Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

A MOMENT IN
AFRICAN
AMERICAN
HISTORY
by Nadine L. Lewis

The following letter wa sub- he has the ability to walk until
mitted by one ofour readers.

he takes that first step. What

“Desire and Will”

triggers the baby’s awareness
Submitted bv Rodrick V. Snow and deliberate action to walk?
Dear Readers: It is through His mother or father may coach
my experiences that I wish to him by saying, “come to
share with you something mommy” or “come to daddy,”
which at one time in my life, I and out ofhis desire to do so, he
felt to be my shortcoming in
being a complete person.
Any kind of difficulty was
hard for me to face. But now I

stands, he achieves his balance,
he wobbles, and then he walks.
That God given desire leads
him to exercise his Will to over-

have learned that each time I come fright in order to walk,
would turn away from that
Like that baby, I reached
struggle of hying to overcome the point in my life that I got
whatever, I was facing at that over my fright and I took that
particular time, then and there first step in the “struggle for
was the beginning of the Balance.” My main inclination
destruction of my inner charac is now to God, I was consumed
ter, and the onset of the destruc with that thought and my ulti
tion of my inner character, and mate desire is not for God.
Thorough faith, hope and
the onset of the destruction of
my inner “Will” to do anything prayer, those things that I once
about it. That Will which is considered to be my shortcomwithin me, I now know to be ings are no more. Those things
one of God’s precious gifts to that made me behave other

He was America’s first rarely distracted by backfamous African American por- ground clutter,
trait painter. Who was he?
His work is easily identified
Joshua Johnson was the
first African American to
become well known as a portrait painter back in tiie early
1800s. Although he never

because most of his subjects
look directly at the viewer and
they nearly always have great
detailing around the face and
nose. Most of his paintings are

received any formal training, also very similar in that there
he was the favorite painter for a are usually Sheraton chairs and
host of aristocratic families, and suites in the picture, and the
today, as we head toward the women are often dressed in
year 2000, he remains the most white with very defined lace
celebrated black portrait painter around their dresses. There are
of all time.
also lots of hair, cords and tasJohnston was formerly a sels.
slave to three different masters
One of his masters, Col
who recognized his artistic John Moale, even commisskills and encouraged him to sioned Johnston to paint a porcultivate them.
trait of his wife and their grandHis gift for providing spe- daughter arouiid the year 1800.
cial lighting and his talent in
detail, coupled with his ability
to paint “likenesses”, earned
him the respect of his masters,
Although it was practically
unheard of for a master to edu-

The Moale family was so
pleased with Johnston’s work
that they told otheis about him
and he was commissioned to
paint portraits of other noted
Maryland families including,

me. And most of all, it is
through His Almighty Essence,
that allbws Him to give this will
to each and every person.

than how I was created to be
and made me unable to realize
that I had a God-given desire,
are gone forever.

cate his slave, Johnston was Andrew Bedford Bankston

The things that deteriorated

I once took worldly tilings

uiged to develop his natural tai- (1804) and the Kennedy Long

my Will also caused me not to and made them my God.
be able to cope with eveiyday Money, cars, clothes, drugs and

ent, and to work professionally family (1805). Before long,

problems. At that time, eveiy- alcohol were plentiful. Life in
tiling became a huge struggle. the fast lane was what it was all
Ordained”; like about in being popular. But it
tiie “Desire” to attain a certain came a time when none of
goal may sometimes cause you those things made me feel good
“Struggle is

to come upon obstacles. When about myself.
Before I could build my
you go through trial and tribu
lation, that trial may become so “Will”, my balance had to be

as a portrait painter.
people all around the state were
His style, much like that of referring to him as the leading
renowned painter Charles Wil- portrait artist, black or white,
son Peal, was to pain in oils and for families in Maryland, Virthen highlight his subjects per- gjnia and along the east coast,
sonalities by placing them in Perhaps one of the most
front of solid black back admired artists in the world, he
grounds. His paintings, usually left a legacy of extraordinary

chi canvasses ranging in size successes.
intense until it extinguishes the achieved. There is no half and
from 18 by 24 inches to 50 by
Joshua Johnston shares A
half
in
life.
Either
you
are
on
light of your desire to attain that
70 inches, were always careful- Moment in African American
the right side or the wrong side,
goal.
ly concentrated on the fullest Histoiy.
Through my experiences, I it is impossible to balance
effect of the subject, and were
have embarked upon a course between the two. I had to rid
of building up the strength of myself of my false gods in Chap-53-V-5; Matthew; Chap,
my “WUI.” I can now see the order to move over to the right 8-v_17; 1 Peter, Chap. 2-V-24 have divine power to demolish
strongholds. My problem had
importance ofkeeping alive the side and move forward with the
we read Revelation Chap,
been that I was listening to
12-v-ll. They overcame him
light of my Desire. Without this real Qirist.
other people and not the Word
Desire, all nourishment to
I shared this with you and L>y the blood of the Lamb and
of God, because Jesus said in
strengthen my Will was lost, hope that if it reaches just one
the word of their testimony.
John; chap. 14-V-12 verily, ver
Spiritually, I became weak person and makes a change in Then I remember what Paul
ily, I say unto you, he that
and ultimately almost starved that person’s life, then I will sa*cl ® Romans Chap. 12-v-ll.
believeth on me, tiie works that
todeath.
have done some good. I ask ^eY overcame him by the j
It was the absence of this you to join me for God is the bl°°d
Jesus. So I layed my
e 0’

desire, that made me fail to center of my existence. I gave Lands on him and started .

,

seek out God. I failed to read myself to Him in mind, body, rebuking the devil and tiie sickand understand His concepts, heart and soul Through Him, ness> ^en I applied the Preand this made it impossible to you can too, can have that spe- clous Blood df Jesus Christ by

es^

j

T6 2*

nng glory
I just needed to start
reach any spiritual balance.
cial closeness. And like me, all
J ^P1 saying these words
putting my faith with my words
Take for example: a crawl- shortcomings will be replaced ( J plead lhe Precious Blood),
and step out on my faith. Broth
ing baby does not realize that with His powerful and abun- Over
over again until he
er Romeo told me I was claim
was delivered from Satan
dant blessings.!
ing with my mouth but not act
stronghold, the poison came
ing on what my mouth was
out of his body and he was
saying. I had to stop worrying
delivered. He is now a believer
about that man would say or
My
in the Precious Blood of Jesus
think, and start standing on the
Chnst and he also became a
word
of God, and tiy my best
Testimony
Christian, Jesus said in Mark;
to please him. I learned that I
Chap. 16 verse 15-18 go into
can’t please God and Man at
all the world and preadi the
the same time. These promises
good news to all creations,
by
are for all of us who believe.
whoever believes and is bap
Ronald Mathis Sr.
Think about it, man have
tized will be saved but whoev
proven to be a liar in the past,
er does not believe will be conRonald Mathis
,
God would touch his heart. My demned, and these signs will ^Ut
0301
now ^at You
Grace and Peace to all who prayer had been answered, accompany those who believe. havetriedeveiYHungelseandit
Love the Lord Jesus Christ. He God moved both of us to Beau- In my name they will drive out
is God Our Father, God the Son mont Prison. We are in the demons, they will speak in
and God the Holy Spirit. Jesus ^e unit and block. Other New Tongues, they will pick
is a wonderful counselor, brothers here have been wit- up snakes with their hands, and
mighty

God,

j.

or them have foiled you. Tiy
Jesus, He’s never failed,
AMEN!

Everlasting nessing to him. Now God when they drink deadly poison.

Father, Prince of Peace. He’s would use me to show him It win not hurt them at all, they
the Great and Mighty (I am) their is Power in the precious will place their hands on sick
Amen. My name is Hayward blood of Jesus Chnst. He stood people and they will get well.
Hall Jr. It is my pleasure to tell at my door in great pain, he had Also in Luke; chap, l-v-19
you about the miraculous signs food poisoning and he needed jesus said. I have given you
and wonder that Jesus Chnst to go to the bathroom real bad, authority to trample on snakes,
did in my life through his pre- but their was something that and scorpions and to overcome
cious blood. As I was in my kept him to my door. He could all the power of the enemy,

GAINESVILLE
RESIDENTS:
Send your news
items to:
The Tri-County

room one Sunday evening have went to his own room and nothing will haim you. Now

Challenger

praying and signing psalms to used the bathroom, but Praise who is the enemy well in Ephmy Lord and Savior, this man God be loiew I was real in my esians; chap. 6-V-10-18 Paul

2500 9th St. S.

appeared at my door. I knew walk with Jesus. He wanted to tells us for our struggle is not
him from being at ( Three help, I knew that God had lead against the powers of this dark
Rivers Prison with him) he had him to me to be prayed for. I world and against the spiritual

St. Petersburg, FL
33704

told me while we were at Three asked him(do you believe that) forces of evil in the heavenly
Rivers that he didn’t come to Jesus could heal you, he said realms. In Corinthians; chap,
prison to be saved. I had wit- yes. I made sure that their was i0-v-4 the weapons we fight
nessed to him time and time no doubt in his heart then I read with are not the weapons ofthe
again. Plus I had prayed that to him these scriptures. Isaiah; world. On the contraiy they

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY
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Huge Display
Of FactoryFresh
Merchandise
ESTABLISHED 1904

BcicteocfeA
Famous DOuble
GUARANTEE
Of Complete Customer
Satisfaction or Your
Money Back. Backed by
your local dealer and by
the Badcock Corpora
tion.

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES • FLOOR COVERING • HOME ENTERTAINMENT

OVER 325 STORES SERVING THE SOUTHEAST

2200 - Dr. M.L. King Street South, St. Pete

(812) 822-3741
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CHURCH NEWS
Stewart-Isom
lism Ministiy, Minister Har

Hall in Qearwater.

mon and his wife have traveled
extensively, spreading the

iaiy gospel hits ofthe day. Min
ister Harmon presents to his

Pastor D. Franklin Browne
and the membeis graciously
invite you to our spirit-filled
services held each Sunday

gospel in numerous crusades
throughout the United States,

audiences and uncompromis

the Bahamas, and Barbados.
The Stewart-Isom Church
is delighted to host this musical

ing message of God’s love,

in honor of their Pastor, Rev

holiness, and saving grace.

erend Calvin Hopkins. For

When Minister sings
gospel favorites like “(My
Tribute) to God be the Gloiy.”

more information on the musi

“My soul is anchored,” “Silver
and Gold”, and the spiritual
“soon ah will be done”, his

(813)866-7835.

beginning with Sunday Sdiool
at 9:30 a.m., followed by morn
ing woiship at 11:00 a.m.
Our Mid-week Service is
held on Wednesday evenings
beginning at 7:00 pjn. with
praise and worship service fol
lowed by bible study session.

cal, you may contact Inez
Mcrae or Shirley Williams at

strong range of tenor tones per

How

meates tiie heavens, singing
deep into the recesses of the

Minister Myron Harmon

Traveler’s Rest

Petersbuig and Ruth Eckeid
Whether he’s singing the
foot-stomping spiritual of old,
or the soul-stirring contempo-

wonderful are the

works of the Lord, espe
cially His creation, man
kind. The miracle of

Minister Harmon has
shared the stage with many
popular and world-renowned
gospel legends of our time.
Among those who have recog

work In addition, he has made
several impromptu appearance
in Florida with Patti Labelle at
the Mahaffey Theater in St.

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
TEMPORARY LOCATION:
Elim Seventh-Day Adventist Church
For Sunday Worship And Monday
Night Prayer Meeting And Bihle
__________
Study. 7 Pm. And Tuesday Nights

,

John A. Evans, Sr.

>

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM

nic on June 6,1998 to kickoff

• Missionaiy Society and Cir
cles, 3rd Thursday at 7:00 pm

at Lakeview Park located at

• Young Adult Ministiy, 3rd
Saturday at 5:00 pm

experience. Eveiyone is wel tropical Treasure Hunt on Son
come to come out and help the Light Island. You will have fun
Qiristian Education Ministiy in the warmth of the Son, with

• Deacons and Deaconess Min
istry, 1st Saturday at 10:00 ajn.
• New/Reclaimed members
ajn.
• Seniors Citizen’s Fellowship,

lord.

eveiy 4th Thursday at 6:30
pjn.

kickoff the Vacation Bible Bible Stories, crafts, games, &
Study Program.
songs. Discover .the greatest
If you are seeking a church treasure of all, God’s love as
home we extend Traveler’s you explore Corinthians Chap
Rest to you. We are the ter 13.
church... Where Qirist is the
center of attraction... and the
word of God is preached!
Transportation is available
for Sunday Services and any
other service by calling the

• Young 'Adult Ushers
Rehearsal, every 3rd Saturday
at 5:00 pm
• Business Meetings are held

June is Youth Emphasis
Month and the Travelers Rest quarterly at 7:00 pjn.
Church Family will be spot • YoungAdult Choir Rehearsal,
lighting the youth on each Sun every 4th Wednesday before
day during the month.
Other Activities Include:

26th Ave and 20th Street Vaca
Vacation Bible School
tion Bible School will be June
Pastor Chester James and
8-12. Qasses for all ages (pri the 10th Street Qiurch of God
mary through adults). Please invites you to join us in our
come out and enjoy a learning Vacation Bible School for a

• Pulpit Aide Ministiy, Thurs
day at 7:00 pm

ministiy, every Sunday at 9:30

the message during our Mis
sionary Sunday Program.

the Vacation Bible School
Week. The picnic will be held

•Board of Christian Education,
2nd Saturday at 11:00 am

us as we allow the spirit to
teach us what thus saith the

Place : 10th i Street Church of
God, 20710th Street No.
lune: 6;30-9t00 pm
Ages: 4yrs- Adults
For mole information call
327-9743. All is welcome.

church at 822-4869, no later
than 12:00 noon on Saturday
and leaving a message.

the fifth Sunday at 5:30 pm

The Qiristian Education
• Mass Choir Rehearsal, Tues Ministry is announcing this
day and Thursday at 7:00 pm
year’s vacation bible school.
•CYYA Choir Rehearsal, 3rd The sdiool will sponsor a pic-

Christ Gospel Church

The Merciful BenefaCtor,

Jones of the Black Entertain
ment Television (BET) Net

and 4th Satuiday at 10:00 am
• Evangelism Ministiy, 1st and
3rd Saturday at 10:00 a.m.

This session is designed for a
deeper, in-depth study of God’s
Word. Come and join in with

A special thanks to Rev.
Cynthia Wilson for delivering

Gospel recording artist and nized his extraordinaiy gift and soul, and leading hearers to
birth...the look of awe on
Minister Myron A. Hannon sought his lead vocal presence confront realities that cannot be
a child’s face...the beau
ty of enduring love...
will sing and direct gospel are Bobby Jones and New Life avoided in these final times.
Minister Hannon is affec
these are all revelations
music at Stewart-Isom Memo Singers, Albertina Walker,
of that Spirit which cre
tionately called Brother Minis
rial C.M.E. Qiurch.
Minister Daryl Coley, Douglas
ated each and every one
ter. His wife Loretta, and their
The public is invited to Miller, and Vickie Winans.
of us. How often do you
three children are active mem
think of thanking God
attend, when Minister Harmon
He has also taken his music
for all that He has given
bers of Bethel Community
teams up with various choirs ministiy to foreign lands, per
you?
fiom the Tampa Bay Area in a forming in and co-writing the Baptist Qiurch. In addition to
gospel musical Celebration. original theme song, “A New their support of and participa
The musical will take place on Spirit’s Rising”, for the First tion in their church’s evange
Friday, June 12, at 7:00 pm at Annual Barbados Gopelfest,
Stewart-Isom, 1820 Walton St. which was co-hosted by Bobby
With Allah's Name,
So., St. Petersbuig.

10th
Street
Church
Of God

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. RD.H. Leonard
Pastor

The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
Islamic Services

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.
3762 18th Avenue South, St. Pete

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:50 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Chureh
1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L Turijer, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
“The Church That’s Moving Forward Together”

2025 W. Central Blvd
. Orlando, Cf, 32805

order of

SofK forty Mombfy
Surt. Sutxfciy Sehoci tt
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Sun.
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%...
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.11:00'AM
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LOO PM

MeetlnQ St
f

If you would like to come to chureh and do not have a way,
Call 327-0997.

.

h
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?
<4$
KkOO AM &

Sfurty
fton wid

tftt.

fttV, FRED L MAXWELL, PASTOR

The Church Where Everyone Is welcome

Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM
“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South

Sunday Worship
Sunday School............ 10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship............6:00 pm

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor

321-3545

3rd century

MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH, INC.
2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.E Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Residence: 894-5094
Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ..................................... 7-00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth MeetingJ................................... ,™"™6:30 pm

St. Petersburg, FL

Mid-Morning Worship Servioe___ ____ 11:00 a.m.

Early Morning Worship........................ 8:00 a.m.

Sunday School............................................9;3o a.m.

Sunday School.......... .... .................... 9:30 a.m.

Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)........... 7:00 p.m.

3037 Fairfield Avenue

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Rev. Donald

10th Street Church Of God
207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

F. Browne

Morning Worship..................................... 11:00a.m.

'Wf ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Peteisburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS

Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

*

WEDNESDAY

Sunday School................................930 a.m.
Morning Worship........................ . j i';oo a.m
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study...................................7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor

•9:00AM......................... ......................................................... ..
Prayer Time
9-3CLAM. ..................................................................................Sunday Sckool
:00AM................................................................................................Worskip
12:30 PM................... ..............................
After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a
Christian community for everyone

lnternational Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church
Elder Carl Rhodes,

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
LEWIS W. EDWARDS

Hew "Philadelphia

M.A., M.DIV.. D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

Community

Church|

Pastor

Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. (Tuesdays)
Christian Education School 7 y.in. (Wednesdays)

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P, O. Box 15935 • St Petersburg, Ft 33733

“Oh,

Come Let

Us Praise

The Lord!”

Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
.................................. ..........................Deacon Edward Nesbittl

Children^ZS,'^,^J J J‘«°^son

ST.

MARK MISSIONARY

BAPTIST

CHURCH

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

ACanrcft With Passion For God and Compassion For People"

Schedule of Services

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

Home: 896-8006

Church School............. ............................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . ...........................(............... 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..............................................................5p.m.

Minister Robert Clemons
Sunday Morning Bible Class............. .9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ........ .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.................. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .................. .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ...... .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Jr.,

Communion Service 5 p.m. (1st Sundays)

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL

St. Petersburg, FL’33712
Office: (813) 321-3898

Early Morning Worship 8 a.m. (2nd thru 5th Sundays)
Church School 9:30 a.m. • Mid-Morning Worship 11 a.m.

7>e Reverend Don A. Gasldn, Pastor

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

3001 18th Avenue South
Church: (813) 327-9904

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Sunday Worahlp Service: 8:45 A.M.

\

Evening Worship . .........................

n-Ki D '

-Whohetic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Proble. .ts

.6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday............................................................................................. 7p.m.

1

Rev. Brian K. Brown

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation* Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

“One week from church makes one weak.
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CHURCH NEWS
J oint Church Leadership Mi. Zion A.M.E.
Retreat —— —
—
Volta Rotunda, San Antonio
and Brazil with over 6,000 peo

Pastor Charles Robinson,
Pastor Charles Robinson &
the Greater Mt. Zion Church the Steward Board, and the Mt.
Family extend to you a cordial Zion A.M.E. church family
welcome to our church ser will be honoring, Unified
vices, beginning with the 7:30 Effort Day, Sunday, June 28.
am early morning serviced The Beginning with the 7:30 am

ple attending.
Other activities planned are
a spiritual walk, a re-enactment
of Jesus’ feeding the 5,000 and
a fishing expo.

Male Chorus and Inspirational Woiship Service, tiie speaker
Choir will render song seivice. of the hour will be the Rev.
Sunday school will immediate Qarence Warren, Pastor of Mt.

“Living Large and Taking
Chaige” is the theme for the

Rush, Aaron Gaskin, and
James Calvin of Bethel Com-?
munity Baptist Church will

message and Holy Commu Hodge, Assoc. Pastor of Mt.
nion will be administered at Zion Progressive Baptist

How wonderful are the

Church, St Petersbuig. Unified
both services.
We encourage the partic Effort Day wiU conclude with a
ipation of the body for all activ big gospel concert. Beginning
ities on Sunday, June Mth start at 4:00 pm at Greater Mt. Zion
ing at 7:30 am, third quarterly A.M.E. Church. Featuring, Sis,
conference worship service. Maijorie Augustine, Mt. Pleas
During the 11:00 am service ant M.B.Church ofTampa. The
we will celebrate Children’s Male Chorus of Mt. Olive

Day and Student/Promotion AM.E. Church, Tampa and
Day. Lets us support & encour many more, lhe public is
age our youth in this effort, as invited.
We continue to extend an
we honor student achievements
& share our love as many grad invitation to everyone to join us

Deliverance The Miracle
Ministries will be sponsoring a

uates move on to a new level of in our weekly services. Mon
life. The day will end with a day, Bible. Study at 6:00 pm

seminar, “Breaking the Curse

ership of Rev. Wayne G. Suncoast Chamber of Com
Thompson, will have a joint merce; and Associate Trustee,
church leadership retreat.
Bethune Cookman College,
• lhe retreat will be held on just to name a few.
Friday, June 5th and Satuiday,
Bishop Granger has con

4p30 ajn. at Howard Johnson-

concert presented by the Youth and Wednesday, Vintage/Bible
Choir. A youth choir from Study at 11:00 am and Prayer

Inn; 4601 34th Street U.S. 19,

Kentucky is sure to bless you!

St Petersburgh, FL The speak

June 6th at the spacious Word
of Life Fellowship Center in

ducted several major services

er will be Deliverance Minister,

across the country. He was
guest Preacher/ Instructor for

Erica Joseph. For more infor

Calendar of Events
Come out and join our special
youth in this effort! Lets Show • 10th-12th, St Petersbuig Dis
Our Love.
trict Sunday School Conven

Mandeville Baptist Church,

Dorothy Grant at4184361 and

Mandeville, Jamaica. He has

Sis. Robin Bright 404-3873. A

taught a one week institute for
over 150 ministers throughout
Haiti,- West Indies. He led an
Evangelistic Crusade in St,
Marc, Haiti with over 2,000

special Back fo Eat’n Food

Spiritually in God’s Garden”.

The facilitator for the week
end is Bishop W. Oshea. people in attendance iand in

of Obesity and Eating Disor
ders” on June 13,10:00 am.-

(Howard Johnson's)

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins/ Pastor

Sunday School.............................. .............10:00 AM
Morning Worship..................................... n:oo AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
.............. .......... ..........................Tuesday ,7:30 PM

Church Theme; "Rise Up And Walk"

All NatiOns Church Of GOd By Faith

Meeting at 7:30 pm

Unified Effort Weekend.

works of the Lord, espe
cially
His
creation;
mankind. The miracle of
birth...the look of awe on a
child's face...the beauty of
enduring1 love...these are
all revelations of that
Spirit which created each
and every one of us. How
often do you think of
thanking God for all that
He has given you?

Corporate prayers of
thanksgiving and gratitude will
be the focus of worship on
Communion Supday. Offer
ings of praise through prayer

The Holy Ghost Church of Cod
Purchased Wlth Hls Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

Demonstration will be given by

school yeari will be expressed been invited to attend. Recep- ’
by parents, grandparents and tion will follow conclusion of
children. Pastor will proclaim wedding ceremony.
gospel message for the morn
All members are reminded
ing.
of Gospel Explosion event to
Christian acdolades are take place on Sunday after
heaped upon Jamie Buigess noon. Various singing groups

and Ashon Nesbitt who will be both local and national will be
graduating from high school on ministering in music at Bethel
Thursday evening. Both Community Church. Time of
seniors have been awarded this activity is 7:00pm.
scholarships to Florida A&M Advance tickets are available
University for ensuing acade through the Reverend Mafy'
mic year. Jamie and Ashon per Wheeler-Jones.
Minister
sonify spiritual growth and Edward mid Jo Ann Nesbitt
maturity as seen in their will participate in this musical
involvement in church family benefit.
/

THbe, Thy Root is Blood turing local gospel choiis,
Eternal, members of King soloists and musical groups.
dom Builders’ Christian Fel
The musical praise will be
lowship, are hosting a gospel on Saturday, June 6th, 1998
concert along with guest Musi beginning at 6:30 pm. The
cian Joseph Washington, fea

Contact 867-3131 for direc
tions,

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

United Church of Christ, 260L
54th Avenue South, St Peters
burg, FL.

Please come and join us in
this Praise and Worship cele
location will be at Lakewood bration, To God Be The

Glory!

KINGDOM BUiLDERVCHRISTiAN FELLOWSHIP
‘/I Plate fat Salvation, Sanctification, aad Sewice!

Sunday Worship Service 1:30pm - 3:00pm
Thursday Bible Study
7:00pm - 9:00pm
We are TEMPORARILY
located at Lakewood U.C.C.
2601 54th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

st. Petersburg, FL 33712

SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School......................... ........ ........ 1000 a m
lining Worship
............................. 11:30 am.
YPWW.....
€:00p.m
Evening Worship,....... ...... ............ ...... „....s7:30 p.m.

will offering will be taken.

Post-graduation

Kingdom Builder's

Bishop w.D. Holey. Pastor

Cathy Harvey. No chaige. Free

activities.

receptions will be held by fam
ilies of both boys.

The. marriage of Annette
Williams-will take place on
for having faithfully carried Saturday afternoon at 4:00. All
children through another church family members have

mation, you may contact; Sis.

Antioch Church
Ph #866-3842
4601 34th Street South

4:00 pm.

• 26th- 28th Steward Board-

Run 5/30 and 6/6
Bishop W. Oshea Granger
BREAKING THE CURSE
This year marks the Granger is gifted in the area of OF OBESITY AND EATING
fourth year that Bethel Comteaching and brings an impres DISORDERS

The theme for this years retreat
is “Church Growth: Maturing

ence Business Session, 7:30
am and ChUdren’s Day-Student/Promotion Day, 11:00 am,
and Youth Choir Concert at

Rhonda Ryan in chaige. At the St. Petersbuig.
For the 11:00 am Worship
11:00 am worship service, song
service will be led by Choir #2. Service, the speaker for the
Pastor Robinson will give the hour will be the Rev. Ellis R.

youth events.

fyackdrop for a weekend of
spirited fellowship and growth.

Qeaiwater.
• Mth Third Quarterly Confer

Gregory Seay, youth minister
at Bethel Community Baptist
Church. Youth Ministers Troy

also be participating in the

Hudson, Florida. This serene
country setting will be ’the

tion, Mt. Olive A.M.E. Church,

• 21st, Father’s Day Worship
ly follow with Superintendent. Zion Primitive Baptist Church, Service, 7:30 am & 11:00 am

youth workshops. The youth
will be instructed by Minister

munity Baptist Church, under sive resume. He is the Corre
‘ the leadership of Rev. Manuel sponding Secretary of One
L. Sykes and First Baptist Insti Church/ One Child Board of
tutional Church, under the lead Directors; Vice President of

New Philadelphia
Community

•Tmw ±15

Rev. Edward V. March. Pastor

f FCTOf A-15

813-822-8245

Nondehominational, multiracial, ca^ially-dressed, congregation of believers who put Faith in Action

Pl&GAant tyuwe, MttAAowiruf, fca/ptiAt GktUSuch

Bealsville Church Of God

2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads

Early Morning Worship..... ............................................... 7:oo a.m.
Sufiday School.......................................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................................. .............. io.-5O a.m.
Baptist Training Union...........................'....... ........ ........4:30 p.m.
Communion........................................... ...7:00 a.m. & 11:00 aim.

Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor

1 -737-1746

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
MomingService: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays................................ ....... ............................... .7:30 p.m.

The] Church Where Everybody Is Somebody

3000 «4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School ....................

9:30 a.m.

Morning Vyorship ............................................ 11 a,m.
Night Worship .................................................. 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class .....................
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .......................
Friday Tarry Service ........................
Saturday Sabbath School ...........................

’

8 p.m.
.8 p.m.
.8 p.m.
.11 a.m,

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

St. Joseph Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
CatholiC DioCese of St. Petersburg

S05 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship...........................................................................
Sunday School ....................................................
Mid-Morning Worship

8:00

.......................................................... 11:00

a.m.
930a.m

Sunday Services Are At:

a.m.

9:00 a.m. Gospel Choir

Baptist Training Union....................................................
5:00p.m
Bible Study/Prayer Service ...................... Thursday 7:30 p.rm

11:00 a.m. Traditional Choir

Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ........................................ 6:00 p.m.

Come join u\ at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

First. Mt. Zlon
Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
8:00 a.m. |.................... .Morning Service
9:45 a m..............................Sunday School
11:00 a.m. .........Worship Service
5:00 p.m.................................... ..
.B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL
4240 Central Avenue « St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Except God build the

F
E
L
L

GRACE

Bible Study 7:30

W

S
H
It
P

Pastor Leonard Wilson

Rev. Earnest Jones, P<

vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

Mt. Zlon Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020

-----

NURSERY AND
CHILDREN'S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE
Phone: 536-1890

\

EpiscopaL Church

1820 Walton Street S'., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813)327-0593

Elder Clarence L. Warrenu Pastor

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

Sunday School ... .. . 2.. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..... 11:OO a.m.

Bible Sjtudy: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Bethel Community
Baptist Church

.

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Glory” ■'

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL

PHONE: 896-6722

33711
(813) 327-0554

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Services
Sunday School.................. 8:45 a.rn.

Phone
(813) 328-9412

African-American Catholic Hymnal

Father Callist Nyambo

STEWART-ISOM MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST

house they labor in

CENTER
O

SERVICE
Sunday School,
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00

Order of Service from the

Worship Service

...............10 a.m.

"Church of The Open Door"

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon-- 1:00

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.

p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Praver Hour 12:00 noon -1:00

Bible Study........... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

.
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CHURCH NEWS
Prayer Tower gg^politan

Moore’s Chapel Friendship MB

Pastor Lyons and the tools. Meet us this Saturday for
church femily invite you to join Midday Prayer Hour, 12;00 to
us for Faith and Communion 1:00 pm.
Services at 8:00 and 11:00 am.
Applications are being
The ordinance of Holy Com excepted for the Bethel Metro
munion will be administered at politan Christian School, 1998both services. The Praise Team, 99 School Year. Student must
Concord Choir along with be five (5) years of age by Sep

Rev. M. Mason Walker and
the Moore’s Chapel Church
femily welcome you to ser
vices this 1st Sunday in June,
the 7th. Rev. Walker will
preach during both the 8:00
a.m. and 11:00 am. services.
Holy communion will be

Usher Board #1 will serve.
tember 1, 1998. Registration
The Youth of the Church has begun, and you may call
are activity ’preparing for the church office (327-0554)
“Youth Day” services, June 14, for more details. You may reg
1998. Some of the students will ister your children) between
have spent six (6) weeks in the hours of 10:00 am-5:00 pm,
Teacher Preparation time, in Monday through Friday.
order that they may present the
If you’re looking for a safe
Sunday School lesson with and effective environment for

administered by the pastor
assisted by the Stewardess
Board. Music will be provided
by the Inspirational Choir
directed and accompanied by
Minister of Music Geraldine
Mays. The Usher Board will.
serve.
Church School will be

assurance. Youth Counselors

Anna Kirksey
; The Prayer Tower Qiurch to do as a servant of the Lord,
of God in Qirist, Elder One of her favorite sayings is
Qarence Welch Pastor, held its “Whatever you are going
Mother’s Day Observance on through, stay with God because
Sunday, May10, 1998. The God will take care of you”,
theme for this occasion was . The speaker for the 11:30
“Holy Mother’s Empowered to 3111 Worship Service was Sister

your children) ages 5-13,
and other students are availing where “Developing Bodies and
themselves for various compo Minds” is the focus, then
nents of youth presentation.
Pathfinders Summer Camp is
Join us for Vacation Bible the answer to your needs.
School (VBS) June 8-12, from Camp begins June 8 and con
6:00pm-8;45pm. Transporta- tinues until August 7. The

adults. Pastor Lyons will be

daily. Registration has begun.

teaching the adult men and
Naomi Dunbar will be teaching

You may call 327-0554 for
additional information.

Special honor was given to Pm Evening Worship Service

the adult .women. This year’s
theme is: “Stories of Jesus”,

Calendar

Her desire is to do all she can by the youth as they gave tribdo and whatever her hands find ute to the mothers.

Our Graduates
Moore’s Chapel honored
their Church School and High
School graduates during the
Young People Department Ser
vices. The high school gradu

St Petersbuig District, Rev.
ates are Percell Noble: Boca
Ciega High, son of Nina Allen; Jerome L. Denmark will be
Delya Edwards and Jonah presiding. The St. Petersbuig

• June 8, Summer Camp
Begins, 7:00 am-6:00 pm,
VBS 6:00 pm-8:45 pm

and Promises to Provide
Thought Provoking Vivid and
Unexpected Developments in
Ways of Viewing Jesus’

• 13, Church Picnic 10:00 etm4:00 pm

Approach to Ministry.

• 14, Youth Day, 11:00 am

You are encouraged to

The name John means “gracious gift of God.

chaige, assisted by Assistant
Superintendent Jamie Wilburn.

tion is provided, classes are hours are 7:00 am to 6:00 pm,
from 5 years old through withbreakfast and lunch served

Carry The Complete Word of Fam Simmons who inspired us
God”.
with the word of God. The 5:30
the Church Mother (Mother) was conducted by the youth of
Anna Kirksey who has served
church. Solos, instrumenin this capacity for 51 years, tals and readings were rendered

begin at 9:30 ajn. with Super
intendent Mose Phillip Bell in

Perkins: Pinellas Park High, District Church School ConDaughter and Son of Bernes- vention will convene June 9th
tine Cannida, Debbie Ford: through June 12th, hosted by

am

Bible Study 12:00 to 1:00 pm.
Bring your Bible and writing

• 21, Tribes Day/ Father’s Day

son of Rev. Bessie and Arthur session and reports of churches
Mohead, and Alesia Scott: will begin Tuesday evening at
5:00 p.m.

Recognition 11:00 am

Calendar
• Thursday, 7:30 pm, Dedicato
rial Committee Meeting.
• Friday, June 5th, 7:30 pm,
The Church’s Conference is
held. All membeis are asked to
be present and on time.
• Monday 7 pm, Bible study
• Wednesday, 12:00 noon bible
study
Special Celebration
“The Real Church of Jesus
is a place of healing, reconciling, saving, and redemption,
May the Holy Spirit bring all
God’s Children Together in
United Love’*. Friendship Missionaiy Baptist is now located
at 3301-31st St. So. Phone
number is (813) 327-1987.
The Dedicatorial Celebrati°n begins on Sunday June
Mth at 8 am. and continues
through Sunday, July 12th.
There will be many special
quests on programs. More
details & information to come
next week

To God Be The
Glory
T.R.I.B.E Vocals is hold
ing a concert on June 6th, at

Friendship Fellowship & Male
Chorus, Spiritual Magnifiers.

Praise (he Lord!

So come one, come all!
The concert will be held at
Lakewood United Church of

Also appearing at the con
cert will be: The Angelettes,

Christ, 2601 54th Avenue
South in St Petersburg.

Pinellas Park High, daughter of ^ev- Jimmie B. Keel, and Mt.
6:30 pm. Everyone is invited
Brenda
Ford;
Benjamin dive AM.E. Church family
to celebrate with us as we
Mohead: Dixie Hollins High, Qearwater, Fl. The business

• 20, Father-Son Breakfast 8:00

attend our Thursday Noon Day

Pastor Evans and members
Hillsborough High School,of Friendship Missionaiy Bap
daughter ofAlethia Scott.
tist Qiurch extend to you the
The Moore’s Chapel Daisy
public a warm and loving wel
Pierce/Fannie Williams Mis
come to come and enjoy Jesus
sionary Society and Church
with us as we give God
family appreciate A. Lois
almighty all. The praise and
Worlds, Executive Assistant to
gloiy for bringing us safe this
St. Petersbuig Chief of Police,
and other participants on their fer.
The day of woiship begins
5th Sunday Services.
at 7:45 pm. This Sunday, with a
Services/Rehearsals/Events
change of prayer to start out the
• Official Board Meeting, Tues-1
First Worship Day at the New
day, June 9th
House of Prayer. The 8 am ser• Noon Day Prayer Services,
vice will follow. The church’s
Wednesdays 12:00 Noon
Sunday School begins at 9;30
• Prayer Service/Bible Study,
am and the second service
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m.
begins at 11 am. The Lord’s
• Inspirational Choir Rehearsal,
Supper will be observed in the
Thursday, June 4th & 11th/
8:00 and 11:00 am. worship
Mon, June 8th
service. The deacons will lead
• Moore’s Chapel Usher Board
in Prayfir/Praise service. The
Program, Sunday, June. 28th
senior choir and senior usher
4:00 p.m.
ministry will serve in both ser
• Usher Board Meeting, Satur
vices.
day, June 6th 9:00 ajn.
Baptist training union is
• Stewardess Board Meeting,
held at 4:30 pm
Saturday, June 6th, 10:00 ajn,

Derrick Isham & The Messen

Refreshments will be served!

gers In Christ, Faithful Five,

See you there!

GMS Family Gospel Choir Celebrates 1st Year Anniversary
Glory to the Almighty King

“gy g,.ace yOU

Qur

t0

and Savior! For he has sent been savecj_” God’s boundless God’s , message
forth another blessing from on gj-ace has ordained this great song(GMS)„

through

high!
gospel for all the world - and it
To serve the community in
We believe in the scripture ours pgi^Qnaijy 1
- a way that would help, build
unity... i

Emmanuel Chrtstian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Daily Prayer (M-F) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

And to walk by feith and
not by sight.
We endeavor to re-unite
this great city. As we invite

sary - our greatest hope is that 7:30 pm. Local choirs will be listening' enjoyment. Come
you see Jesus in us.
present to offer some of the one, come all.
Meet and greet us on June most melodious songs for your

each of you to come help us
celebrate our first year anniver

20th, 1998 at the All Nations
Church of God by Faith-3000

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
/
Sunday Services
Sunday Sckool ............................................ ........................................ .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worskip........................................................ +..................................11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................................................................................. 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worskip............................................... ........................................
.6:00 p.m.
Weekly Services
Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayei; Meeting & Bikle Study, Wed nesdav 7:00 p;m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-52-28
10:30 AM.................. PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ................ SUNDAY
9:00 AM............................ CHURCH SCHOOL................................... SUNDAY
5:00 RM.............................FELLOWSHIP & DINNER..................TUESDAY
7:00 PM.............. ......................... BIBLE STUDY............................. TUESDAY
6:00 PM.................................. PRAYER SERVICES .......................TUESDAY
7:30 PM................... ....... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL...............THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PR1ACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Macedonia Freewlll Baptist Church

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

2361 Seventh Avenue South
. st. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Morning worship....■.... ....... .<.................... ..4....................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
................... .....................................g:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.................................................. 11.00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.......................... 7:00 pm

532 - 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School . . . . ..................... ... .9:30 a.m.

me Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Baptist Training Union .... .5 p.m.

FIRST ^BAPTIST lNSTlTUTlONAL CHURCH
Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

Rev. Wayne

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

\

Sunday Worship. ................... ...................... .10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
................... ......... ................9;00 a.m.
Prayer Service/Bible Study ..................Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ...........
.Thurs. 6:00 p.m.
Tutoring............. ...............Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

G.

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School

- 9:30 a.m.

MORNING WORSHIP - 11:OO A.M.

The Rev. Hany L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Come Worship With
the

First Baptist FAmily

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m.Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday .
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Phone: 323-7518

We Welcome you at all times.

Prayer Tower Churdi Of God In Christ

.9:30 am

Morning,Worship........................................... .............................11:00 am
Youth Bible Study..................................................... Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service ... ... . .Wed. 7:00 pm

For transportation to the church; call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Evening Worship ...... 6 p.m.

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School....................... .................................................

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Morning Worship ...... . .... .10:45 a.m.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S;, St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Thursday* Night Prayer Meeting
& Teachers Meeting

1500 N. Pennsyl[vania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

4th Ave So. St. Petersbuig at

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

St. John Missionary Bantist Ckurck

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School:

9:00 a.m.

Worship Service:

8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

,

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day
care, after school care, bdy scouts, private school.

Prayer Meeting Weds, 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study 'on. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible udy Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.

Live Brpadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 ’Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
■

("The church iuith a heart in the heart of the city")
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MORE CHURCH NEWS

St. Mark M.B. Church

Pastor Dawkins, Sis. Maria

10:30 with the administering of

Day Souvenir Booklet which
contained many warm wishes

Scruggs, Sis. Faith Golson and
the entire Tea Committee wish
to say thank you to all who
made our tea on the fourth Sun

the Lord’s supper.
The Board of Christian

day a complete success. The
month of November was the

Sunday, details are forthcom

gation to their mothers.
Then, on Sunday morning,
May 10th, the men of St. Mark
continued the tradition. They
were in the fellowship hall
bright and early preparing and
serving breakfast to all the
women.
, During the 10:45 a.m. wor
ship seivice, the men took full

Pastor’sAnniversary

3:00
^re will be volleyball,

WearecelebratingourPastor, Rev. Brian K. Brown’s 3rd

other

Anniversary. The dates for cel-

for

ebration are June 6 and June
14th, 1998. There will be an
anniversary picnic this Satur-

.
day

on

, , ,
the church

children. We are
tQ

out
wondei&1

. sion.
grounds,

winner of the most funds
raised. The other months did an
excellent job and we thank you.
We wish to say thank you to
our youth and the parents for
the support of the Tom Thumb

Education will be planning
decision day for the second
ing. We will honor all our
young people during the 10:30

Class, 6:00 pm; Boy Scouts,
6:30 pm; Official Board 7:00

vice will be held June 14, at
4:00 pm in honor of our slain

• Thursday, Youth Church 6:00 God’s Children Together in
United Love”. Friendship Mis
p.m
• Friday, Love Feast at 7:00 sionary Baptist is now located

member Sis. Annie Stockton,
who was murdered in her

P.M.
held at 4:30 pm

morning service. A special ser

at 3301-31st St. So. Phone
number is (813) 327-1987.
The Dedicatorial Celebra

home. Details forthcoming.

Calendar

chaige. The choir stand was
filled with men singing praises
to God, while other men served

The Board of Christian Educa

this event.
Pastor Dawkins and the

tion will sponsor this program
along with a special committee

as ushers meeting the needs of

Bethel Family wish to invite
you to attend church service

of Bethel appointed by Pastor

• Thursday, 7:30 pm, Dedicato
rial Committee Meeting.
• Friday, June 5th, 7:30 pm,
The Church’s Conference is
held. All members are asked to

that day.
To all the men of St. Mark,
and to the Junior Women’s
Ministiy, the women of St.

Sunday, June 7, at 9:00 am. The
Morning service will follow at

• Monday 7 pm, Bible study
• Wednesday, 12:0p noon bible

study
pm
Special Celebration
• Tuesday Bible Study, 7:00 pm
“The Real Church of Jesus
• Wednesday, Noonday Bible
Study; Steward Board Meeting is a place of healing, reconcil
6:00 pm; Choir Practice 7:00 ing, saving, and redemption.
May the Holy Spirit bring all
pjn.

Wedding. It was truly a day of
rainbow. Photos highlighted

the congregation not one
woman was allowed to work

at 11;00 a.m.

I

also prepared a lovely Mother’s

from members of the congre

Rev. & Sis. Brian K. Brown

Bethel AME

Dawkins.
be present and on time.
Weekly Activities:
• Monday, New Member’s

tion begins on Sunday June
Mth at 8 am. and continues
through Sunday, July 12th.
There will be many special
quests on programs. More
details & infoimation to come
next week.

Mark would like to say thank
you, for making our Mother’s
Day so special.

On Sunday, June Mth, Baptist Training Union Min
there will be two services. The istiy. All church family mem
culminating services will be on bers and friends of the commu
June 14, at 10:45 a.m. and 4:00 nity are welcome to join us.
pm. Rev. Daniel Savage Dl, Weekly Ministry Schedule
Pastor of Elizabeth Baptist Mondav: 6:00 pm, Children
Church, and congregation will /Youth - Bible Study
be our guest at 4:00 p.m.

Tuesday: 7:00 pm Teachers

Meeting, 8:00 pm Male Cho
1st Sunday
Rev. Brian K. Brown and rus
members of the St. Mark M.B. Wednesday: 7:00 pm Special
Church, welcomes everyone to Chorus
worship with us this Sunday.
Early morning worship will
begin at 7:00 am. Church
School will begin at 9:30 am

Thursday: 10:30 am Senior
Hour of Power, 7:00 pm,
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study,

under the leadership of Super Saturday: 6;30 pm Junior
intendent John Washington. At Women
10:45 am the Deacons of St.
Mark will open the service with
a veiy spirit filled devotion. Mother’s Day Observed at
St Mark
The Mass Choir will give song
Honoring all women on
service throughout the day,
Mother’s
Day is the tradition at
under the direction of Franklin
Gray, accompanied by Vivian St. Mark M. B. Church; and
Green at the piano. Holy Com this year they did not fall short
munion will be administered of that tradition. On Saturday,
during both the early morning May 9, the Junior Women’s
and 10:45 am worship services Ministiy held a Pre-Mother’s
and Usher Board No.l will Day luncheon. The speaker at
serve the needs of the congre this luncheon was Rev. Clyde
gation. Communion Medita Wlliiams of Greater St. Paul
tion will be delivered by Pastor M.B. Church, who delivered a
very powerful message. A deli
Brown.
At 5:00 pm each Sunday, at cious meal was served and all
great opportunity for training Is the women of St. Mark were
again available through our honored. The Junior Women

Featuring
*Rob Simone — voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.
For Advertising CalL
Rinita Anderson, Sales Manager
327-9792
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

GRAND OPENING!
Saturday, June 6th
10 am - 1 pm

MOVE
YOUR
FAMILY
OUT TO THE
FOREST.

CdME PARTY WITH US AGAIN THIS YEAR!!!

CELEBRATE NATIONAL NEIGHBORWORKS WEEK

JOIN US FOR A
NEIGHBORHOOD BLOCK PARTY!

Saturday June 6th
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

COME VISIT
THE "BRAND NEW" CEDAR FOREST APARTMENTS.
SEE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A DREAM AND REALITY IN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT HOME LIVING EXCELLENCE.

1 BEDROOM: $417* • 3 BEDROOM: $569*

Where.

St. Petersburg NeighbOrhOod HOusing Services
1640 M.L. King Street SOUth

‘INCOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

Cedar Forest
APARTMENTS

What: Food!

Fun!

Entertainment!

Music!

Gifts!

Prizes!

Contests! Face Painting! Special Guests! ...and MOre!

Another Gatehouse Community

813-960-7200
Veteran's Expressway North to Gunn Highway, proceed east 1/2 mile.
We're on the right.

pOr mOre infOrmation Or tO participate as a volunteer
call Askia Muhammad Aquil at 821-6897
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
USF Sponsors Sports Conference
TAMPA-The Ethics Cen

Correspondent Andrea Kre

ter at the University of South
Florida (USF) recently hosted
The International Confer

mer, New York Times Colum
nist Robert Lipsyte and Sports
Dlustrated’s Frank Deford.
Keyonote speaker speeches

ence on Ethical Issues in
Sports. Held May 20-22, The

were delivered by NFL Hall of
Famers Alan Page and Walter

Summit featured figures from

Payton, Olympic gold medalist

The Summit:

the world of sports, noted jour
nalist and media personalities
as well as educators from
around the country.
Topics for panel discus
sions included “Do Blacks
Lose by Winning in Sports?”
What Makes and Unmakes
Sports Celebrities?” and Can
Athletes Survive Type Cast
ing?”
Among the many notable
panelists and session modera
tors were NFL Hall of Famer
Lee Roy Seimon, Orlando
Magic Vice President Pat
Williams, CBS Sports Broad
caster Gus Johnson, ESPN

Tayshaun Prince Showcases
Talent
—

Bonnie Blair and NBA Hall of
Famer Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
Dr. Peter French, director of
the USF Ethics Center, who
planned the conference with
Marcia Sage (Producer), Blair
Mills (Ethics Center Business
Manager) and others say oiga
nizers are pleased with the suc
cess of the event, which was
the first of its kind.
French also says The Ethics
Center at USF hopes to host
The Summit each year, and
plans are underway for the sec
ond annual Sports Summit to
be held next spring.

Wheelchair Athletes
Challenge Harlem
Globetrotters
NAPS-The world-famous have played to more than 100
Harlem Globetrotters have million fens in 114 countries
joined with Paralyzed Veterans during their 70-year reign as
of America (PVA) wheelchair basketball’s “Ambassadors of
athletes to produce a public ser- Goodwill”
vice announcement (PSA) on
The Paralyzed Veterans of
the abilities of people with dis- America, a veterans service
ability. For the members of the oiganization chartered by ConParalyzed Veterans ofAmerica, gress, has for more than 50
it was a dream come true.
years served the needs of its
Recognized as the worlds members, all of whom have

SHOWCASES TALENTS - Tayshaun Prince of Dominguez High School in
Compton dazzled a sold-out crowd of 10,500 fans during McDonald's recent
1998 All American High School Basketball Game. Prince scored 10 points
and pulled down 1 rebound for the West. However, despite his energetic
efforts, the East pulled out a 128-112 victory. Prince, the top prep basketball
star in the Los Angeles area this season, Patrick
to a CIF Tournament
Championship and was also named M^O’NeaJ ShZJn& Shaquille

most popular sports oiganiza- catastrophic paralysis caused
tion, the Harlem Globetrotters by spinal cord injury or disease.

City To Open Designated Lakes
For Summer Fishing Season

ST. PETERSBURG - lhe
St Petersbuig Department of
Leisure Services will open 18
fresh water and two salt water
lakes for the summer season,
starting Memorial Day through
Labor Day. Fishing will be
allowed between 8 am. and 8
pm. daily.
A Fresh Water License is

required at all fresh water lakes
except for children age 15 and
under or anyone using a cane
pole. Florida residents over age
65 may obtain a free senior cit
izens hunting & fishing license
with proof of residency.
Licenses are available at Pinel
las County Tax Collector
Offices, located at 1800 66th

• Euclid Lake, 25th Ave. & have speckled trout, silver
• Crab traps are not allowed in
17th St N.
trout, red fish, sheepshead, any city lake
• Florida Power/Moon Lake, mullet, catfish and Nile Perch.
• Obey all posted signs
13th Ave. & 42nd St. N.
No license is required to fish in • Fish only from the shore
• Kelley Lake, 40th Ave. & these salt water lakes:
• Qean fish at home
20th St. N.
• Bartlett Lake, 22nd Ave
• Use trash containers
• Lake Jude, Sixth Ave.
• Fossil Park Lake, 70th Ave.
• Remove litter from your fish
• Lake Vista, 62nd Ave.
The following four lakes ing outing
• Little Lake Maggiore, 28th remain open for fishing year• Do not encroach upon private
Ave.
round: Bartlett Lake, Fossil property
• Lynch Lake, 70th Ave.
Park Lake, Walter Fuller Lake, • Be considerate of the sur
• Mastry Lake, 64th Ave.
and certain sections of Lake rounding neighborhood
• Mirror Lake, 2nd Ave.
Maggiore, located at 38th and • Do not create excessive noise.
• Ruby Lake, 26th Ave.
Dr. M.L. King/ Ninth St. S.
For more information, call
• Sheffield Lake, 24th Ave.
The Parks Department the St. Petersburg Parks
•Sirmons Lake, 33rd Ave.
reminds anglers fishing in our Department at 893-7335.
• Teresa Gardens Lake, 32nd city lakes to observe the fol
Ave.
lowing guidelines:
• Walter Fuller Lake, 26th Ave. • Cast netting is permitted on
Salt water lakes generally Lake Maggiore ONLY

Tayshaun Prince, one ofthe Tournament

^Uen

Grant

AJ,

nation's top high school guards, and was also r .,er,can college sfandn
showcased his hoop skills his league.
^*Cude Charles O’ BannU
before a sold-out crowd of
a 6-8, 19 °n ^ercer, Mike Bibbv
more than 20,500 basketball Prince chippe nianJ'OJhers.
fens recently during McDon- i rebound fi ^.„Proceeds
aid’s All American

High However,

School Basketball Game.
Prince, a student

Your Letters
To The
Editor Are
welcome

team’s effor
at final lead in-

Dominguez High School in

benefit

the eam
the

Ronald

°^d ^OUSe of Norfolk
' Previ°us benefieiarie

By PlaiR^ ^s^kIe CeU Anemia

Compton, will be attending All Amer^ nhoundation, the UnitKentucky in the fall. He is the Basketball^ egr° College Fund, as well
top prep basketball star in the and other

Otherchildren’s chari-

Los Angeles area this season, join a list ot alumni supviou~„
Prince led Dominguez to a CIF which include Michael Jordan,

What Do Superstars Dwlght Gooden
& Fred HeGriff Have in Common?

St. N. in St. Peteisbuig; at 8575
Biyan Dairy Rd. in Largo; or at
1663 Gulf-to-Bay in Clearwa
ter; as well as from selected bait

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

and sporting goods stores. For

CAR WASH.

more fishing license informa

ougLUBe;

tion, call the County Office at
582-7689.
The following fresh water
lakes are usually stocked with
bass, bream, catfish and Nile
Perch and will be open tor
shoreline fishing only (no
boats):
• Booker Creek Park, 13th
Ave.& 22nd St. N
• Childs Park Lake, 11th Ave.
& 42nd St. S.
• Crescent Lake, 22nd Ave. &
Fifth St. N.
• Eagle Crest Lake, Sixth Ave.
& 66th St. N.

WTw

• Custom Waxing & Detailing
• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

(813)327-1900

(detailjngA
< CENTER
SINCE 1958

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

5^

7

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

THE

♦

FULL
SERVICE
CAR WASH

"FRESH
WORKS! fN SHINE"

SAVE $3°°

SAVE $250

SAVE $2°°

30 pt. Oil Change &

CarWash Blue Coral. 1000

FULL SERVICE

Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,

Tri-Foam Wax System,
Under Chassis Spray &

CAR WASH
Polish Wax. BlucCorjl

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

Poly Sealant, OZIUNI Air

Cleaned, Dash

PLUS “Free Full Service

JOSM-Tires, & OZIUM

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Dusted, Exterior Towel

Car Wash”

Air Freshener

SAVE
Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows

Dried & Detailed

$23.99

*13.00

*10.50

*7.95

Plus Tax • (Reg. $26.99)

Pius Tax • (Reg. $15.50)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $8.95)

Coupon EXPIRES 6/19/98

Coupon EXPIRES 6/19/98

Coupon EXPIRES 6/19/98

|

Couoon EXPIRES 6/19/98
Coupon

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLlX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!
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ENTERTAINMENT
Purple Rain & The Broadcast
Premiere Of St. Louis Blues
The Revolution created one of
the hottest pop albums of the
80s and one of the most popu
lar movie soundtracks ever.”
“St. Louis Blues” is the life
story of W.C.Handy. It tells the
story from his boyhood strug
gles through his success as
pianist and composer. From
boyhood on, Will Handy
(played by Nat “King” Cole),
son vof Memphis clergyman,

in Purple Rain' (left photo), the artist formerly known as Prince makes his
him debut in the dramatic role of a talented but struggling young musician
known ass'the kid'.v
,
In St. Louis Blues' (right photo), Will Handy (played by Nat King' Cole)
and Elizabeth (played by Ruby Dee), discuss Will s music and the loss of his
sight.
New York, NY - The
African Heritage Network
(AHN), hosted by Ossie Davis

American music on American
culture,” says Ruby Dee, “par
ticularly, on youth culture, is

and Ruby Dee, broadcasts
' “Purple Rain”, the semi-autobi-

widely acknowledged, but

ographical story of the pop leg
endary artist formerly known

mented on film as it is in “Pur
ple Rain.”

as Prince. AHN will also air the
broadcast premiere of “St.

The artist formerly known
as Prince crossed the threshold
into mainstream from the big

Louis Blues”, starring the late
Nat “King” Cole, which tells
the life story of W.C.Handy,
who known as the “Father of
Blues.” June’s “Movie of the
Month” series is brought to you
by AT&T. Purple Rain airs on
WWWB 6/9 -6/28 at 11:00 am
to 3:00 pm and St. Louis Blues
airs on WWWB 6/8 at 11:00
am.
“The impact of African-

rarely is it so effectively docu

has felt impelled to extract syn
copated rythyms from the folk
music of his people. His father
describes his tunes as “devil’s
music” and forbids him to play,

“Purple Rain (1984) stars
the artist known as "Prince,
Morris Day, Jerome Benton,
and Apollonia in a hard-driving'

sing or compose anything but
“God’s music.” Will’s battles
needs to compose continue on

into adulthood.
rock-and-roll movie, full of
The African Heritage Net
vintage concert performance work’s hosts, Ossie Davis and
hits such as “Purple Rain” and Ruby Dee, are one of the enter
“When Doves Ciy”/The artist tainment industiy’s most well-

screen and sealed his career as
a pop icon with his perfor

formerly known as Prince known and gifted couples.
plays the lead role as the kid, a Their film, television and stage
young rock musician, troubled careers extend over 50 years.
by his home life.
AHN’s “Movie of the

mance in “Purple Rain”. A cult
favorite among fans, “Purple

concert performances from the

Rain”, created a rockudrama
intertwined with an* explosive
and electrifying soundtrack that
garnered three Grammy’s, two
1985 People’s Choice Awards
and a 1984 Academy Award
for Original Song Score.

Children's Extravaganza

over duty to his father and his

The film offers must-see

Month” series is the first and

only feature film package
artist formerly known as Prince which focuses on movies
along with The Revolution, showcasing African-American

and the musical groups, The actors, producers and directors
Time, and Apollonia 6.
since movie making began.
“With this film,” adds AHN airs in 92 markets across
Ossie Davis, “ the artist former the country.
ly known Prince along with

ST.PETERSBURG-The
Starlight Performing Arts
invites you and your family to a

Children’s Extravaganza, Saturday, June 6 at Enoch Davis
Center, 1111 18th Ave So., at

9:00 pm. And also, Freedom in
the Park, Saturday, June 27,
downtown Williams Park from

1:00-8:00 pm. For more information. please call 898-7113.

Fifteenth Annual
Heritage Village Skirmish
LARGO - Come and > Village on Saturday. July 18
experience a living histoiy from 10:00 am - 4:00 pm.
event as Union and ConfederArtillery demonstrations
ate troops take to the battle- ■ and infantry drills will be held

items for sale will be located in fee Village will be open for
near the Lowe Bam. Other tours. Hot dogs and cold drinks
activities will include the “Offi will be sold. Bring comfortable

79th N.Y. Highlanders reenact

cer’s Call” at noon and the seating or ground cover for the
on the hour beginning at 10:00 “Grand March” at 1:30. These battle and of course bring your
am, and a “Sutler’s Row” fea will be followed by the actual camera! For more information,

ing groups will perform a Civil
War Reenacfment at Heritage

’ * please call, Steven Sheets at
turing reproduction period battle at 2:00 pm.
All of the historic structures 398-2435.

field! The USS Ottowa and the

Send Us News!

Rickey D’Shon Collins Makes The Grade
BURBANK, CA-As the
school year comes to a close,

vision Animation’s “Recess”

Vince, the popular kid who
always gets picked fiist, is the
ultimate elementary school
insider, playground diplomat

will continue their antics on the

and consummate charmer.

the kids of Walt Disney Tele

playground each Saturday as

“I like doing voice-over

part of “Disney’s One Saturday
Morning,” airing 8:30 - 10:30

work,” he comments. “I can
just get out of bed, go to the

am (ETy 7:30 - 9:30 am (PT)

voice-over session and then
spend the rest of my day'work

on ABC. “Recess” is the num
ber one show in the highestcrated Saturday morning pro

hear my voice comingout of an
animated character.”

resident jock, voiced by popu

This fall, Rickey will begin
his second season as the voice

Raised in Inglewood,
Calif., Rickey began his acting

brewing form the producers,
Rickey is sure to be busy

of Vince. With new stoiyline

Actor Rickey D'Shon Collins voices the role of Vince, Third Street School's
resident jock, in Walt Disney Television Animation's hit animated series,
'Recess' airing Saturdays on ABC.

ward to the new season,” says

quirky group of fourth-grade

lows a quirky group of fourth-

also has appeared in the feature

friends as they dive into wild

now is 14 years old and boasts

films “Little Giants,” “Warriors

adventures,

grade friends as they dive into
wild adventures, triumph over

a resume with roles on both the
small and big screens. Televi

of Virtue” and Francis Ford

adversity, and share the laugh

adversity, and share the laugh

off-screen life, staying involved

Coppola’s “Jack”, also starring

ter and wonder of self-discov

ter and wonder of self-discov

in community events and pro

sion audiences will recognize

Academy Award winner Robin

him from his roles in “Bay-

Williams.

ery during every student’s
favorite time of the school day-

ery during eveiy student’s
favorite time of the school day

grams, including his church
choir. He also enjoys building

- - recess. In “Recess,” Rickey
voices the role of Vince, the

model sports cars with his
father.'

triumph

over

watch,” “In the House,” “Grace

“Recess,” from the creative

Under Fire,” “Star Trek: The
Next Generation,” and “Home

team who helped produce the

- recess. In “Recess,” from the
creative team who helped pro

multiple Emmy Award-win

duce the multiple Emmy

cool, handsome athlete and the

Improvement,” to name a tew.

ning “Rugrats,” follows a

Award-winning “Rugrats,” fol

envy of every kid in school.

Fortune Education Foundation
Presents

Vince gets into this year.”
An avid sports Enthusiast,
Rickey makes the most of his

T.K.
Productions

Proudly Presents

The 6th Annual

Celebrity Elegance Auction/Dinner
Gala

T.K. Recording Artist
Glick Band featuring Deju Vu

Saturday, June 27th
Hyatt Regency Downtown

SPOTLITES

,

Donation $50.00

Hostess: Barbara

Smith

WTMP Radio 1150 AM

Entertainment by: Belinda Womack
and Kool Reflektions
Dun Du Dole African Ballet Dancers
Auctioneers:
Kelly Williams, WTSP Channel 10
and Al Santana, WSJT 94.1 FM
For More Information, Cail 936-9090
Proceeds io benefit lhe Fortune Education Foundation. 50l(eX3). Scholarship Fund

NEWS / ;
DIROLINE
IS 4 PM
W&NDAY

MUSIC BY LADY "C"

AG Urln/1

Rickey. “I want to see what

Rickey, an Honor Roll student,

Dinner 7 P.M.

10:00PM * 2:00AM
\
''
BLUES FREE
BKFT $3.00

adding his vocal touch to the,
character. “I’m looking for

mother, casting agent and act
ing coach Irene Terrell, Rickey

Reception 6 P.M.

JUNE 5,1998

for other parts. Plus, it’s fun to

lar teen star Rickey D’Shon
Collins.

da”. Coached by his grand

ELKS LOD6E
1331-18TH AVE. SO.
813-823-1169

ing, rehearsing or auditioning

gram block, and leading the fun
«»is Vince, Third Stftet School’s

career at the age of six with a
starring role in the UCLA grad
uate film, “Beyond the Agen

If you have informa
tion that might make
a good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'!I try to use it in
an upcoming issue.

1536 - 16th Street South
Friday & Saturday, June 5th & 6th

Come One, Come All!!!
The First Ten (10) Ladies are FREE
Some Will Receive a Gift PaCk
Onfe Lucky Winner will win a PRIZE
ID will be checked at the door
For Bookings & Information,
Call Deju Vu James at 209-9275
or Stuart at 307-0400

Blue - R.B. / Sun Derrick William

M I . MOT. , 1 .... I

i?f ire

L
v, ill UwMOTOT
i nun?

1331-18TH AVE SO.
SUNDAY: 6/7/98
6:00PM - 10:00PM
.MUSIC BY LADY "C"
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LEWIN,

DAVID

SOLOMON-departed this

St. Pete
Final Rifes

life on

May

20,

1998.

Faith is a gift bestowed by the Lord, joyfully
illuminating your path in a way no other light
can. It enables you to overcome obstacles, to
endure hardships and to persevere until you
reach your goal. Would you like tb walk by
faith? God is eager to grant His priceless gift
to you, ifyou will only ask for it.

Funeral services were held
at Fust Church of God in St.
Petersbuig

with

Rev.

Charles Towriss officiating,
BROWN, MA-passed

MURRAY,

recently. Mis. Brown is sur
vived by her grandchildren,

a better one recently. She is

Joe Rambo Gaines, Paula
Saunders

and

survived by her daughter,

Leevon

Rose Peterson and her hus

Gaines,'Johnny and Francis
Gaines,

Robert

band Quentin, son Ernest

Gaines,

Carter, Jr. and wife Darlene,

Henry Gaines, Allen Gaines

grandsons Quentin, Quinn,

and Toni Annette Bryant

seven

great,

DorTiLzi

Donovan, Dante’ Quendall,

Twenty great grandchildren
and

FLETA

MAE-departed this life for

Nathaniel,

great

Jonathan

and

Our Sunshine days are soon forgotten Until God sends the rain, And when it rains on
ourparade, How quickly we complain. But no one walks ihe road oflife in sunshine
all the time, There are pitfalls along the way, and mountains we must climb. Sorrow
dwells in thebrokeq heart where doubts andfears reside, andthrives there in ihe
shadows oftears we try to hide.

granddaughter, Damesha;

grandchildren and a host of

her three brothers, Lance,

friends and caregivers at the

Larry and Michael Murry.

Laurels Nuising Home and

Funeral services entrusted to

Bayfront Hospital in St

Creal Funeral Home, St

Petersburg, FL Funeral ser-

Out You l)uwn

Petersbuig, FL

.vices arranged by Creal

When I Must
Leave You

Funeral Home, St. Peters
buig, FL

When I must leave
you for a little while,

, friend, Cora Marshall and a

Ocala
[Final Rites

Gainesville
Final Rites

host of loving cousins and
friends.

Funeral services

provided

Cunningham

Please do not grieve
and shed wild tears
And hug your sorrow

Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

to you through tha

CAMPBELL, HELENpassed May 22, 1998. She

Verl

leaves to cherish her memo

Funeral Home, Ocala Flori

ries

four

sons,

Walter,

Thomas E, Michael and

26,1998. He leaves to cher

nie Mae Lumpkin, Maiy

ish

Lou Porter and Hilda Jack-

daughters, Shena Griffin-

son; three brothers, Geoige,

Powell, Starletha Griffin-

recently. He leaves happy

and

memories to his loving and

Funeral arrangements pro

devoted

vided

Sherry

sorrowing

by

friends.

Cunningham

Larkins; mother, Emma Jo

CHARLES, JOSEPH-

Larkins; a loving fether-inlaw and mother-in-law, Mr.

his

memories

May

Garrett, Zeria Jenkins, Lillie

Yc-o-Aa dc-taw

son, Gaston T. Cook, Jr.;

loving femily and friends.

fw-c-m, leaven,

daughter,

Cook

Funeral services entrusted to

Miller, thirteen grandchil

Chestnut Funeral Home,

dren, 8 great grandchildren

Gainesville, FL

LOVELACE,

dren.

1998. She leaves to cherish

fin; three sisteis, D. Brown, »

her loving memories her

Beatrice Stewart and Eld.

daughters, Jasmine and Ivy
Lovelace; mother, Judith
Robertson; father Charlie

a host of

Williams; brother Charles

departed this life May 30,

nieces, nepheWs, friends

and wife Anita Williams;

1998. His survivors include

and loved ones. Funeral

sister, Connie Thomas; aunt

Funeral

arranged

LISA

der Griffin and David Grif

Joyce

four

with a gallant smile;
And for my sake and,
.in my name,
Live on and do all
things the same.

and 3 great, great grandchil

— &>iaim
MARIE-passed May 23,

children and

Her survivors include her

nephews; and a host of other

iani ofmeii..'.

Moody; two sons, Alexan

Alonza Crawford; 11 grand

grandchildren;

he s&.es ait (he

four

Rugh Mosley; one brother,

Funeral'Home, Ocala, FL

D.Larkins; father David T.

JAMES

ters, Bertha Dedmon, John

KENNETH—passed

wife,

GRIFFIN,

years,
But start out bravely

ALTAMESE

W.-passed May 19, 1998.

(fFAe Sfo-'Fcl

da arranged services.

CHARLES-passed

James and Joseph Carter, 16

COOK,

Summers

Henry Campbell; four sis

grandchildren and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins

LARKINS, STANLEY

Warren.

by

Feed not your loneli

services

ness on empty days,

Chestnut

But fill each wahing

Funeral Home

hour in useful ways,

WRIGHT, WILLIE -

The Sweetness Of
Peace

ended his life’s journey May

Reach out your hand

18, 1998. He leaves in his

in comfort and in

After the clouds, the sunshihc

passing a loving mother,

cheer ;

After the winter, the spring
After the shower, the rainbow
For life is a changeable thing

Willie Mae Wright; one

And I in turn will

daughter, Theresa Wright;

comfort you and hold

one .brother, Eddie Wright
After the night, the morning

and Wife, Sheila; four sis

you near;
And never, never be

and Mrs. James Dexter, Sr.;

his daughters, Sheila Finne,

arrangements provided by

Bidding all darkness cease;

ters, Bertha M. Wright and

K.

Yama

Melissa Jenkins and fiance

two

afraid to die,

■Summers Funeral Home,

After life’s cares and sorrows

Geneva Hadley, Johnnie M.

Larkins, Jr. and De’Andre J.

Verna

Jesse Franklin; six uncles;

Ocala, FL

For I am waiting for

grandmother, Jessie Robin

The comfort and sweetness of

McClellon and Hilda Hay

peace.

wood; one great aunt; three

sons,

Mayes;
Carol,

Stanley

six

daughters,

Tanina,

Tiffany,

Henderson,
Wheeler;

and
sons,

Sylvester Stevenson, Mar
vin

Charles

and

Angela and Dawn Larkins,

Charles; 13 grandchildren;

Helene Young (Sherman);

sisteis,

Barbara

Elaine White and Gwen

(William),

Tashara

Cooper, Brothers, Willie E

Larkins; God-sister, Cheiyl

Charles, Alphonso Charles,

Adams; eleven grandchil

Robert

dren; two brothers-in-law,

Locklear, John Warren and

Sgt.

James

V.

Charles,

one

nephew, -best

you in the shy!.
TT

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
ofher funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for--it was
at prices that vyere in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings—What a peace of
mind.

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY CpMMUNITIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Willie

Dexter

(Sharon); two sisters-in-law,
Carolyn Spencer (Charles)
Bemitha

‘Quality and Service'

Copeland

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

(Eddie); Tia Arline; special
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
.Jones along with a hdst of
Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D. • Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.

other relatives and friends.

—i*

"It’s all taken care of’

Home RA.
“Your Friends Who Care"
Funeral

(Angela) and Alton Lilly

and

'

■—CUNNINGHAM’S'

Sharpe,

two sisters, Toni Roundtree
and

son;

Jay

A.L CUNNINGHAM

Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

18 N.W. 8th Avenue
P.O. Box 592.
Gainesville, FL 32602

(352)372-2537
(352) 377-6128
Fax: (352)377-5678

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5353

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

CREAL FUNERAL HOMES

Young's
Funeral
Home

Pre-Funeral Arrangement Discount Plan Only
Creal Funeral Homes serves many families during some of
the hardest times of their lives. The death of a loved one is
always painful, dealing with this grief makes it hard for
families to make all of the decisions which arise at the
time of death.
We at Creal' Funeral Homes have developed a PRE
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENT DISCOUNT PLAN. This gives
you the ability to make your pre-funeral arrangements
before the time of need.
This plan will include: Basic services of funeral director
and staff, preparation and care of deceased, embalming,
cosmetology, hairdressing, dressing and casketing. Use of
facilities and staff for viewing, transfer of deceased from
place of death to funeral home (50 mile radius), use of
hearse for church or chapel service and two five passenger family .cars. Steel 20 gauge non-protective casket.
Non-seal vault, one register book and thank you cards. For
information contact Creal Funeral Homes.at 896-2602 or
898-9818. Serving from two convenient locations.

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

L

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can gurantee the future price at today's cost.

Summers Funeral Home
"Personalized with the ’Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding."

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr; Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

Limousine Rental Service
351-0566
2233 NW 10th St.
Ocala

Ullle T. Shelton L.F.D.
Alvis Summers L.F.D.
Notary Public

WHEN ONLY MEMORIES REMAIN...
LET THEM BE BEAUTIFUL.
We believe that each service
should be rendered reflecting
the beauty of one’s life?

"6RIEF BREAKS HEARTS*
"Blessed are they that mouni;
fbr they shall be comforted ”
Matthew 5-4

Rendering this type of service is not
only a priority, b^t a reflection of a

The Healing Power ofthe Funeral:
• Brings family end friends together for support.
• Acknowledges the life Wved by a loved-one.
’ Encourages the expression of feelings and emotions.
• Supports the value of religion through ceremonies.

CARING STAFF.

•A Zton Hill PlOkTUACY SC8MKX HELPS

to

naw

thosg

enoKen

hgahts •

Zion Will /Mortuary

Dwayne E. Matt,L.F.D.

1534 - 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705
rpX^J.?!.;0466

894-2266
•

' „. Taking Time to Serve Others

Jerome B. Smith, President-L.F.D. • Hubert C. Reynolcls Jr. Family Service Counselor-L.F.D.
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
City of St. Petersburg
AIDE IX
(Volunteer
Company
Training Coordinator)
Part Time 20 - 30 Hours Per
Week
$7.50 Per Hour
*
Responsibilities include con
ducting new usher training,
monitoring usher perfor
mance, providing hands-on
training to all ushers as need
ed, maintaining communica
tion with volunteer staff to
facilitate understanding of
policies and procedures and
helping insure successful
performance of usher duties.
Must possess public relations
and customer service skills
supplemented wjth excep
tional writing skills. Prefer
experience with Windows
3.1 or, higher, Microsoft
Publisher,
Lotus
and
Database software. Must also
possess a valid State of
Florida Driver's License.
OFFICE SYSTEMS ASSIS
TANT
(Library)
$15,974 - $23,421
Closing date 6-17-98
Responsible clerical and
office support work in pro
cessing purchase orders,
invoices, petty cash receipts,
fixed asset inventory, and
payroll backup. Prefer high
school graduation or posses
sion of a GED Certificate
with responsible experience
in performing office support
work utilizing automated
office equipment. Prefer
knowledge of WordPerfect
for Windows, AS/400, and
APS Purchasing System.
LIBRARY ASSISTANT I
$15,974 - $23,421
Closing date 6-17-98
Nonprofessional public ser
vice
assistant
in
the
Children's Department of the
Main Library. Duties will
include routine paperwork,
assisting the public in the use
of library materials and pro
viding assistance in present
ing and preparing for pro
grams. Must be a high school
graduate with some library
work or related experience in
working with the public and
additional related experience
with children.
.Residency Requirement: The
successful candidate shall be
required to either be a resi
dent of the City as of their
date of employment, or
establish primary residency
within the City within six
months of completing the
probationary period. This
requirement is not applicable
to current City, employees
hired before October 20,
1997.
Applications will be received
in the Employment Office.
One Fourth Street North, 4th
Floor,
on
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
only. Preference in appoint
ment will be extended to eli
gible veterans and. in some
instances, spouses of eligible
veterans. To receive veteran's
'preference, documentation
of status must., be submitted
at time of application.
Selection Process: Review of
applications for relevant edu
cation, training and experi
ence. Most qualified appli
cants will participate in a
departmental interview.

HEALTH CARE SYS
TEMS ANALYST - resp.
tor creating reports/programming using various software.
Data entry also required.
Junior level skills. Foxpro
skills. Knowledge of health
care, outcomes measurement
reporting, ability to create
graphs in presentation for
mat. Reply. BS in computer
science or related field
required.
Reply ’
to
opis@gte.net. fax 813-5703331. or PAR Human Re
sources 10901-C Roosevelt
Blvd. St. Petersburg, FL
33716. Job code 40809.
EOE/DFWP.

ClTY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CITY OF ST. PETERS
BURG
FIREFIGHTER
Salary $25,204 - $39,409
Closing date 7-10-98
Firefighting and emergency
medical work.
Must be a high school gradu
ate or possess a GED certifi
cate and must meet all crite
ria of the City's current
"Selection Standards for
Firefighter Positions". Can
didates must also possess
and maintain both Firefighter
and Emergency Medical
Technician Certificates as
issued by the State of
Florida. Must also be in pos
session of a valid driver's
license at time of application
and a valid State of Florida
Class "D" driver's license at
time of appointment. Minor*

ity and female applicants
are encouraged to apply for
this career opportunity.

j

ACADEMIC
COUN
SELOR - Master's degree
in Counseling or Master's
degree including 18 grad
uate hours in Counseling.
Good communication and
interpersonal
skills.
Strong computer skills,
both Mac & PC. TO
APPLY:
Request
an
employment application
by e-mail (franqueiroh
@email.spjc.cc. fl.us),
FAX (813) 341-3223, or
Phone (813) 341-3223, or
Phone (813) 341-3311
and return it with a cover
letter & resume by .Tune
11L__1222 to Human
Resources, St. Petersburg
Junior College, 8580 66th
St. N., Pinellas Park, FL
33781. EOE

AGENCY FOR HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
With the goal of ensuring access to affordable, quality health care services to all Floridians,
is recruiting for the following position:

NOTICE OF SALE (REBID)
BY THE ST. PETERSBURG HOUSING AUTHORITY
The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA) will accept sealed
bids for the sale of surplus commercial laundry equipment. This
equipment consists of 13 dryers, 20 washers and 2 Wascomat P12. large capacity washers. The equipment can be viewed at 1040
Jordan Park St. S., St. Petersburg, FL. Viewing date and times
are June 10, 1998 at 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Sealed bids must
be hand delivered or sent by US mail, Return Receipt Requested,
to arrive at SPHA at 3250 5th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33713,
no later than 2:00 p.m., Friday, June 12,1998,at which time they
will be opened and read aloud. Inquiries should be directed to
John Randolph, Purchasing Manager, (813) 328-6683. This
equipment will be sold in one lot, where-is and as-is. Payment
must be made in the form of a cashier's or company check made
payable to the St. Petersburg Housing Authority by no later than
Monday, June 1-5, 1998. SPHA reserves the right to reject any
and all bids and to accept the bid that is, in its judgment, in the

Please submit a State of Florida employment application to:

The St. Petersburg Housing Authority,
Beginning June 15.1998. SPHA
WILL ONLY ACCEPT

OR:

Public Housing Applications for

$500 FREE GROCERY
COUPONS OF YOUR
CHOICE FOR TRYING
OUR MEDICAL PLAN

Through World Wide Web / INTERNET at:
http://www.state.fl.us/fcn/centers/job_center/vacancy/

Elderly, Handicapped and Disabled for residency
at Graham Rogall Apartments,

If you need an accommodation because of a disability in order to participate in the applicatiori/selection process, please notify the hiring authority in advance.

305 Martin Luther King I 9th St. So.

SPHA's Public Housing waiting list will be closed
to all other individuals and families due to no

EEO/AA/ADA/VP

SAVINGS ¥580%
$15 Mth Household - $9 Mth
lndividual. Pre-Established Rates,
oral Exam $5. X-Rays $15. Teeth
cleaning $15. Fillings - Amalgam
$20, composite $35, Sedative $20.
Extraction $35. Root canal Anterior $195, Bicuspid $250.
Porcelain crown $395. Dentures Upper or Lower $450. Braces children $1850, Adults $1950.
•over 200 Dental Procedures,
cosmetic Dentistry & Specialists,
•oyer 12,000 Optical Providers.
Eye Exams & Surgery.
• Over 35,000 Pharmacy Locations.

at time of application.

Disabled will be accepted at:
SPHA's dentral Office
3250 5th Ave. No.,
St. Petersburg, FL 33713.

«

COUNSELOR - Narcotic
addiction treatment center.
BA req. MA/CAP preferred.
2 yrs. chem. dependency
exp. req. Reply to PAR
Human Resources 10901-C
Roosevelt
Blvd.,
St.
Petersburg, FL 33713 or fax
813-570-3331. Job
10504. EOE/DFWP

code

BEHAVIORAL TECH intermediate
level.
AA
degree or related work exp.
Resp. for supervising client
activities, including group &
ind. counseling. Working in a
youthful offender, residen
tial. substance abuse, thera
peutic community. Reply to
PAR
Human
Resources
10901-C Roosevelt Blvd. St.
Petersburg. FL 33716 or Fax
to 813-570-3331. Job code
25014. EOE/DFWP.

*

or sole member is at least 62 years of age,

(813)866-8106

'and/or Disabled or Handicapped.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY HOUSING

Hospice

H- Beforebuyingfbuildingor renovating
commercial or resitiehitcdproperty

TOWNHOUSES
2,3, AND 4 BEDROOMS
$440 TO $575

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs

(FL License Required)
& HHA./CNAs

893-7324

Building Dept. - Permits

I

sons need only apply.

Libra
.

Clearwater: 446-6000
St. Pete: 577-8118
Pasco: (813) 846-1011

P/T, F/T, & O/T.
Opp. for adv.
Will Train. Call
539.7000 9 AM
- 3 PM for appt.

v

J

HUD Subsidized Housing For Elderly

Gemini

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS
For All Your Photo Needs

BILL THOMAS PHOTOS
Weekly Challenger *896-2922
' Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
School Activities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraternity Activities
‘ Sports * Reunions

440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701
813-823*5145

In ancient Egypt, golden
flies were awarded as
medals of honor.

So far, Venus’ cosmic make
over has been just for fun ... but after the
9th, you’ll put your revamped, confident
image to work dazzling higher-ups and
advancing professional goals. A new con
tact could open even more career doors.

May 21 to June 21

. • CALL AHYTME
JDAY ©R HJQHT3

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS

September 23 to October 22

Thanks to super-sawy aspects,.
you’ll handle personal and professional i
challenges with more aplomb than usual.
Sample a new restaurants cuisine or try
some new recipes in the next few weeks •
while Venus lingers in epicurean Taurus.

Scorpio
April 20 to May 20

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

March 21 to April 19

lf just reading about a sensuail
Scorpio Moon on the 6th and 7th doesn’t
thrill you, be patient—-the look in your
mate's eyes certainly will! On the 10th, go
wherever your whimsical mood takes you.
Business affairs are favored on the 12th.

Celebrating our 10th Year
in Medical Personnel Staffing!

Is A Dangerous Problem

Article*
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Your Horoscope

NuRSes Choice

CAR-JACKING
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2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

(813)327-1935

FULLTIME WORK
GUARANTEED!

827-1748. Mature per

AIR DUCT &
INDUSTRIAL
CLEANING

WAG DESIGNS

b

$1000
THE BEST PAY RATES!

,

Consult with us first. Call for an
appointment now.

CNA / LPN

SIGN ON BONUS!!!

k

K.n ironmental Development Commission
(EDC) • Code Enforcement

month, water is includ
ed. 1511 19th Aye. So.,
St. Pete.’ Please call
Terry or Yolande at

4 yet.

*

Zoning • Board of Adjustment (BOA)

1035 Burlington Ave. N.

1 Bedroom Apartment
For
Rent$350/

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

Haring problem* with:

City of St. .Petersburg

(

The world’s most wide
ly distributed book is the
Bible, whlch has been
translated into 318 lan
guages and portions of it
into 1,628 languages.

ATf j^Tl(n

JAMESTOWN

FOR INFORMATION ON

COUNSELOR - In a sub
stance abuse rehabilitation
program. Requires travel to
Bradenton, Tampa,
and
Naples.
Master's degree
acceptable. Reply to PAR
Human Resources 10901-C
Roosevelt
Blvd.
St.
Petersburg, FL 33713 or fax
resume to 813-570-3331. Job
code 20428 EOE/DFWP

are:

households whose head, or spouse,

Member Or Sales Details Mailed.

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

PLACE YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD
TODAYI
Stop by the
weekly
Challenger office:
2500 - 9th St. S.
St. Petersburg

Elderly, Handicapped, or Disabled, as defined in
SPHA's Admissions and Continued Occupancy Policy,

A Unique Profession!!

LPN's - needed for an addic
tion rehab, facility. FT & PT,
various shifts avail. $11.00
hr. Reply to PAR Human
Resources 10901-C Roose
velt Blvd., St. Petersburg, FL
33716 or fax to 813-5703331. EOE/DFWP

for an up-to-date listing of employment
opportunities at: 822-8671. Applications
taken at: 1236 Dr. M.L. King St. N., Sl.
Petersburg, Florida 33705. EOE/Drug
Free Workplace

Applications for Elderly, Handicapped and

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

TEACHERS - Subs needed
for preschool on call basis. A
unique and fon place to
work. Hrs. will vary month
to month between 2 pre
school centers. Call Tonya
Smith at PAR (813) 5387244. EOE/DFWP.

Join our team!! Call the Boley Job Line

to be housed within one year of application receipt.

Wednesdays and Fridays
Only. Preference in appoint
ment will be extended to eli
gible veterans and, in some
instances, spouses of eligible
veterans. To receive veteran's
preference, documentation
of status must be submitted

Billy L. Snyder
Agency for Health Care Administration
877 Executive Center Drive West Suite 201
St. Petersburg, FL 33702
(813)570-5181

LEGAL NOTICE * • LEGAL NOTICE • • LEGAL NOTICE

-Over 10,000 Per Month Joining-

Applications will be received
in the Employment Office,
One Fourth Street North, 4th
Floor,
on
Mondays,

Full time career service. Surveys health care facilities for compliance with Federal and State
Regulations. MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: A registered dietitian as defined by the American
Dietetic Association and four years of professional experience in public health nutrition; of a bache
lor's degree from an accredited college or university with a major in public health nutrition, dietetic,
food and nutrition or food service management and three years of professional experience in public
health nutrition. A doctorate from an accredited college or university in public health nutrition, or
food and nutrition and two years of professional experience in public health nutrition. Mdst be
licensed as a dietitian/nutritionist in accordance with Chapter 468, F.S., or be eligible to practice
dietetic in accordance with Chapter 21M, Section 48,001, 48.002, or 48.003; Florida Administrative
Code. SPECIAL NOTE: Must successfully complete the Surveyor Minimum Qualifications Test
within the first 12 months of employment as required by Sections 1819 (g) (2) (c) (ii) of the Social
Security Act, as amended, and Article IV (B) of the Agreement pursuant to Section 1864 of the Social
Security Act. Prefer experience in Windows 95 and Office 97 (Microsoft).

best interest of the Agency.

reasonable prospect for new applicants
Selection Process: Review
of applications for overall
qualifications, relevant train
ing and experience. Most
qualified candidates will par
ticipate in a pre-employment
screening process which in
cludes an Oral Board Inter
view,
Physical Abilities
Combat Test, Background
Investigation, Polygraph and
post-offer pre-employment
Medical Exam* and Drug
Test.

PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITION CONSULTANT
Salary: $1174.85-2060.11 biweekly
Position #43288
Deadline Date: June 8,1998

NEWS
DEADLINE IS
4 PM
MONDAY

_______
When Saturn enters your
house ruling sleep, dreams and seclusion,
you’ll spend more time enjoying serious
R & R. Try to schedule any public presen
tations or meetings for the 10th, when your
special talents will shine their brightest.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

_______ After Saturn enters Taurus on
the 9th, old friends who have lost touch
could resurface to enliven your social
scene; Catch an early movie with your
mate on the 11th or 12th—you’ll want
plenty of cuddle-time afterward!

October 23 to November 21

A long-awaited wish could
come true on the 6th or 7th. After Saturn
enters your partnership and marriage sec
tor on the 9th, a problematic relationship
will be resolved to everyone’s satisfaction.
Start saving now for that dream vacation.

November 22 to December 21

After the Full Moon on the 10th,
you may end a relationship or situation
that’s been wasting your time—you’ve
got better things to do! Remember, you’re
on a spiritual journey, and these changes
will help speed you toward fulfillment.

Capricorn
December 22 to January IS

Ready for a change? After
Saturn—your planetary ruler—joins
Venus in Taurus on the 9th, you’ll look
and feel like a gorgeous new woman!
(Think makeover!) Share a secret wish
with your mate on the 11th or 12th.

Aquarius
July 23 to August 22

With a group of planets get
ting chummy in your friendship zone,
your urge to party has a practical side—
networking with VI Ps could help you puli
off a career coup. On the 9th. and 10th,
devote all of your attention to love.

January 20 to February 18

________ Your best day to roll the dice?
The 7th, when your luck gets a cosmic
boost. After the 9th, Saturn begins its sum
mer-long transit of your home zone,
prompting ypu tb rethink where—or how—
you’re living: either relocate or redecorate.

Pisces
August 23 to September 22

The first library in the
U.S. was established at
Harvard University in 1638.

Now that Jupiter’s settled into
Pisces, the exceptional rapport you’ve
shared with Vour mate could reach psychic
levels of attunement—and passion! On the
10th, consider relocating to a more luxuri
ous space under domestic-minded stars.

February 19 to March 20

„_______ A thrilling travel invitation could
have you thanking your lucky stars! When
the Full Moon highlights your career
potential on the 10th, others may watch to
see if your walk really matches your talkanswer “yes!” with a confident smile.
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Shangri-La Lounge

and

Package Store

4807 - 22nd Avenue South • 321-5867

"CONTEST NIGHT"
(Every Tuesday Night)
Alt Kinds of Contests With All Kinds Of Prizes

(Special Cash Prizes & Gifts)
Singers • Dancers • Comedians • Rappers • Whatever

It You Don t Have A Cow,
WeveGot The Next Best Thing

For those of us who don’t live on a farm, a fresh glass

process, about 30 Publix associates will have

of milk may be hard to come by. But not if you’re

examined the equivalent of one glass of milk

drinking Publix brand milk. From the first sip to

before it’s put on our shelve^. And that level

the last, you can taste the farm freshness in every

of commitment goes for all five varieties of Publix

glass. That’s because Publix brand milk is tested

brand milk we carry. Including Low Fat, Reduced Fat,

a minimum of 10 times before it gets to you. And

Fat Free, Lactose Free, and of course Whole milk. So

our quality standards are much tougher than the

unless you plan on putting a cow in your kitchen, your

I

B Publix
SUPER MARKETS

government’s. In fact, throughout the entire testing

best source for the freshest milk available is Publix.

Where shopping is a pleasure'.

